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COMPANY. profile
Would Ludovico Mares ever have imagined that over the course of 65 years
his small factory in Rapallo would become the worldwide leader in the production and distribution of diving equipment?
Mares was founded in 1949 by former Istrian diver Ludovico Mares, who served
in the Austrian Navy during World War I.
Mares quickly became a small industrial company with a continuous increase
in sales and never an absence of ideas for new and improved products. As the
passion for diving grew around the world in the late ‘60s, the company expanded
into the European diving and snorkeling market. Between 1978 and 1982, Mares
earned an undisputed place as the global market leader in fins: today nearly all
diving and snorkeling fins are produced using plastic materials, according to the
manufacturing process invented by Mares. The company also rose quickly to
the top of the regulator market, becoming an uncontested leader as well. Today,
Mares has a presence in over 80 countries around the world and is internationally recognized as the leading company in the manufacturing of diving products

featuring only the best in cutting egde technology.
Every solution Mares offers represents the forefront of today’s technology
and is the result of the best in Italian design. A complete passion for the sea
and an all-encompassing vocation implanted in the history of its legendary
founder is felt at a continuous powerful level by everyone on the Mares staff.
Mares has always been the best the diving industry has to offer. We will continue our strive towards greater design and innovative technology.
Mares has proven its superior excellence in all waters with the 2014 collection.
Over the past 65 years Mares has developed a total of four different brands
to meet the needs for every person with a passion for watersports. Our well
known line for enthusiastic scuba divers, the Pure Instinct line for demanding
freedivers and spearfishermen, the Mares rental line for Dive Centers, and our
Aquazone line for those who enjoy swimming and snorkeling. As we progress
towards the future, we will continue our research and design for new products
to meet the needs and desires of all those who have a passion for the sea.
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EDGE OF PERFORMANCE
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INSTINCT 12s
code: 416164 INT / DIN 300

One of a kind
■■ Hydrodynamic second stage shape
■■ Lateral exhaust tee
■■ Lightweight

Over the shoulder hose configuration

Minimalistic dimensions and weight

The revolutionary design of this second stage introduces a multiplicity of
benefits. The side exhaust deflects the exhaled breath, so that hardly any
bubbles will ever crowd your view. The angled diaphragm combined with
the VAD system ensures high performance in any orientation. Compensating
openings in the back minimize the likelihood of freeflows in strong current.
The 12S first stage features DFC system for consistent flow, Tri-material
poppet to guarantee high reliability and four pre-oriented LP ports.

Easy purging

Rear compensating openings
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CARBON 52
code: 416162 INT / DIN 300

Extreme Performance, Light Weight
■■ Second stage case: 100% carbon technology
■■ Superior thermal conductivity
■■ Double DFC

The DFC system ensures superior performance at any depth even when two
divers are breathing simultaneously off the first stage. The Natural Convection
Channel (NCC) system increases the performance in cold water by enhancing
heat exchange. The superior thermal conductivity of carbon reduces the dry
mouth feeling at the end of the dive by retaining moisture from the exhaled
breath. Carbon 52 is perfect for any type of diving. Ideal placement of hoses
combined with an extremely soft and light Superflex hose makes it the lightest
second stage on the market.

ABYSS 22 AMU
code: 416170 INT

For extreme emotions
■■ CWD Kit for extreme temperature
■■ High performance in cold water
■■ Second stage with fluoropolymer resin finish
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The Abyss 22 AMU is the Mares answer for your challenge in every condition.
With careful analysis and evaluation of what happens in cold water, Mares
has designed an exclusive product accurately studied to guarantee top
performance and reliability under the toughest conditions, including diving
under the ice. The rubber hose is the preferred material of choice in this
application, due to excellent heat exchange capabilities and superior durability.

ABYSS 52
code: 416163 INT / DIN 300

A combination of high performers
■■ compact high performance first stage
■■ Natural Convection Channel (NCC)
■■ The Mares hero second stage

Abyss is available with the compact top performer MR52 first stage: the best
for a unique high calibre set up. Double DFC system provides a consistent flow
of air at any depth, even when breathing simultaneously from both the primary
second stage and the octopus. The NCC system and the design of the Abyss
second stage with more metal on the front cover, allows this combination to
achieve very high performance in cold water. Pre-oriented pressure ports for
ideal placement of hoses even using two independent regulators.

ABYSS 22
code: 416134 INT / DIN 300

The regulator that beats every record,
now even lighter

Abyss gained its reputation for reliability by setting many diving records, such
as the deep-solo-dive to -313m and 101 divers breathing simultaneously for
40min from a single MR22 first stage. Our tradition for excellence keeps on
evolving due to our new engineering and design.

■■ Record-setting performance
■■ Lighter version of the most famous Mares first stage
■■ Softer and lighter hose
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prestige 12s
code: 416182 INT / DIN 300

Not in scale

As regular and natural as your breath
■■ Performance and reliability in compact and light first stage

More compact and even lighter, it achieves maximum compactness in the DIN
version. The four low-pressure ports are pre-oriented and allow for optimum
arrangement of the hoses, which are now even softer and lighter. A mediumsize second stage offers easy, natural, regular breathing.

■■ Four pre-oriented LP ports
■■ Soft purge diaphragm with Mesh Grid

prestige 12s SHE DIVES
code: 416156 INT / DIN 300

Not in scale

The Mares regulator dedicated to women
■■ Performance and a light weight, made specifically for
female divers
■■ Four pre-oriented LP ports
■■ Soft and lightweight Superflex Hose
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The elegance of the She Dives Line in a compact and light weight regulator
with unbeatable performance. The special shape of the internal baffle,
combined with the VAD system, makes breathing so easy and natural, you can
use it at almost any depth.

rover 12s
code: 416166 INT / DIN 300

Not in scale

Performance, reliability and simplicity
■■ Continuous no-fail reliability over time
■■ Four pre-oriented LP ports

The balanced diaphragm first stage uses the Mares Tri-material valve; four
pre-oriented LP ports for better hoses placement. Rover’s mid-size second
stage features a cover made of soft material that makes pushing the purge
button very easy, even when wearing gloves. The latest technologies offer
easy, natural, regular breathing.

■■ Oversized purge button

rover 2s
code: 416220 INT / DIN 30

Not in scale

Reliability, light weight and simplicity
■■ Light weight, sturdy and compact first stage
■■ Mid-size second stage
■■ Ideal for Diving Centers

The Rover 2S is an excellent choice for intensive rental use in Diving Centers
and for all divers who want reliability. The new R2S first stage is the evolution
of the piston regulator. A sandblasted finish to increase scratch resistance.
The protection cover is designed to allow the installation of an RFID chip for
rental use managed by dedicated PC software. Easy and reduced maintenance
for INT and DIN version.
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ABYSS 52 NITROX
code: 416163 NX

Octopus
Abyss Nitrox
code: 416504 NX

Advanced performance, with 100% Oxygen
■■ DOuble DFC

Developed in accordance with the most stringent safety standards, Abyss 52
Nitrox features a dedicated connector in accordance with European standard
EN 144-3. It is compatible with mixes containing up to 100% oxygen.

■■ Dedicated Nitrox Connector
■■ Soft and lightweight Superflex Hose

ABYSS 22 NITROX
code: 416134 NX

The evolution of the Mares hero also dives with Nitrox
■■ 100% Oxygen compatible, out of the box
■■ Front cover with metal insert and Mesh Grid
■■ hose protector for better heat exchange
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Tested and approved in accordance with European standard EN13949, Abyss
22 Nitrox is compatible with oxygen mixes up to 100% O2 and is equipped
with a dedicated connection, in conformity with European standard EN144‑3.
Available in octopus version.

ROVER 12s NITROX
code: 416166 NX

Octopus
Rover Nitrox
code: 416505 NX

Compatible with mixes containing up to 100% oxygen
■■ Sturdy and light

Tested and approved pursuant to European standard EN13949, Rover 12 Nitrox
is compatible with mixes containing up to 100% O2, and features a dedicated
connection in compliance with European standard EN144‑3. Rover Nitrox is
also available in octopus version.

■■ Unfailing reliability over time
■■ Ideal for Diving Centers

AIR CONTROL
code: 416893

The evolution
■■ Combined hose for octopus and inflator
■■ Ergonomic shape
■■ Pre-oriented mouthpiece for easier use

Air Control, the alternative air source from Mares offers the option to use
the same hose for the octopus and the inflator. The pre-oriented mouthpiece
makes it usable like a quick and easy octopus. The cover features the Mesh
Grid system, made of soft material so the purge button is easy to push, even
when wearing gloves. It complies with EC standards and with special adaptors
that can be easily assembled on all BCs. The ergonomic shape allows onehanded use.
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OCTOPUS CARBON
code: 416535

Octopus TECHNOPOLYMER
Compact and lightweight
■■ Sturdy and durable
■■ Superior resistance to abrasion
■■ Hi-viz yellow cover and hose

OCTOPUS INSTINCT
code: 416542

Maximum performance with lightness
■■ Highly-resistant octopus for demanding divers
■■ Second stage case made of 100% carbon
■■ Technology and lightness

Side exhaust deflects the exhaled breath, so that hardly any bubbles crowd
your view. Compensating openings in the back minimize the likelihood of
freeflows in strong current. The oversized purge button makes it easy to find
and easy to use, even when wearing thick gloves.
Superflex hose for better comfort.

The Carbon octopus features the Mesh Grid system and integrated VAD
which, combined with the Fluid Dynamic Deflector, ensures very easy and
natural breathing. And it’s all combined into a carbon second stage for
increased thermal conductivity and incredible lightness.

Octopus Metal

OCTOPUS PRESTIGE
code: 416526

All Metal for top performance
■■ Heavy-duty octopus for demanding dives
■■ Perfect match with All Metal regulator line

A mid-size octopus with a stylish design, strengthened by the latest
technologies to grant steady, natural and effortless breathing. Easy-to-use
soft purge diaphragm with Mesh Grid.

octopus ABYSS Extreme

OCTOPUS MV

code: 416536

code: 416523

This All Metal octopus is coated with a special fluoropolymer resin finish
on the second stage case and all key components to prevent ice crystals
from forming in extreme cold conditions.

Its limited weight, minimum space requirements, and symmetrical and
compact shape make the MV the ideal octopus. Easy to use on the right or
the left, it offers great dependability and natural breathing thanks to the
NBS (Natural Breathing System).

OCTOPUS ABYSS

OCTOPUS ROVER

code: 416504

code: 416505

The front cover with metal insert and Mesh Grid, combined with the hose
protector for better heat exchange, grants maximum dependability in the
most demanding water conditions.

This medium sized octopus made of technopolymer features a cover made
of soft material so that the purge button is easy to push. The extensivelytested VAD system - combined with the new Fluid Dynamic Deflector ensures natural, effortless breathing.

■■ Nickel and chrome-plated brass case
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MR52

mr22

code: 416231

code: 416216

Designed to be “number one”

The first stage that has beaten every record

■■ DOUBLE DFC

■■ DFC

■■ INT-DIN-NX

■■ Pre-oriented ports

■■ Light and compact

■■ INT-DIN-NX

Mares has always been a leader in diaphragm first stages. The MR52 is
the perfect example, with its Tri-Material valve guaranteeing the utmost
reliability and safety. The only first stage in the world with dual DFC to
ensure the very best performance when using the octopus or with special
technical configurations. (*)

The MR22 rose to fame thanks to its reliability, demonstrated in multiple
records, and above all through years of use under all conditions. (*)

mr12S

r2s

code: 416209

code: 416232

Performance and reliability

Simple and reliable

■■ DFC

■■ INT-DIN

■■ High-performance Tr-Material valve

■■ Lightweight, Sturdy and Compact

■■ INT-DIN-NX

■■ 1 HP port, 4 LP ports

The MR12S is the ideal travel companion. Four pre-oriented low-pressure
ports and two high-pressure ports allow for a wide range of configuration
options. The diaphragm system isolates the mechanics from the water, and
the balancing technology ensures immediate delivery of air regardless of
the pressure in the tank. (*)

The R2S is the downstream piston first stage most preferred by schools and
Diving Centers. Simple, reliable and an extremely compact size; the R2S is
celebrated for its easy maintenance and excellent performance. (*)

(*) For use exclusively with octopuses and second stages with which it is certified, and only after an inspection by an Authorized Mares Lab Center.
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results and performance
Instinct 12S
inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

Carbon 52
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

10.70 mbar
2.44 mbar
10.83 mbar
1.02 J/l
0.33 J/l
0.04 J/l
0.69 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

EXHALE

25

7.54 mbar
1.61 mbar
7.61 mbar
0.65 J/l
0.25 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.40 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

25

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

9.87 mbar
3.43 mbar
6.98 mbar
0.96 J/l
0.31 J/l
0.03 J/l
0.65 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

EXHALE

4.5 litre max

-15

INHALE

ABYSS 22
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

9.85 mbar
3.45 mbar
9.06 mbar
0.92 J/l
0.27 J/l
0.02 J/l
0.65 J/l

4.5 litre max

ROVER 12S

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

10.53 mbar
0.00 mbar
9.59 mbar
1.11 J/l
0.44 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.67 J/l

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

10.63 mbar
0.00 mbar
9.62 mbar
1.15 J/l
0.48 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.67 J/l

ABYSS 22 NITROX

ROVER 12 NITROX

25

EXHALE

15
5
mbar

4.5 litre max

-15
-25

INHALE

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

9.85 mbar
3.45 mbar
9.06 mbar
0.92 J/l
0.27 J/l
0.02 J/l
0.65 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

INHALE

ROVER 2S

ABYSS 52 NITROX

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

4.5 litre max

-25

INHALE

Prestige 12S
Prestige 12S She Dives

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

EXHALE

-15

-25

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

7.83 mbar
2.18 mbar
8.23 mbar
0.88 J/l
0.27 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.61 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

mbar

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

7.83 mbar
2.18 mbar
8.23 mbar
0.88 J/l
0.27 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.61 J/l

5

mbar

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

15

-15

-25

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

25

5

5
mbar

12

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Abyss 52

15

15

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

Abyss 22 AMU

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

10.63 mbar
0.00 mbar
9.62 mbar
1.15 J/l
0.48 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.67 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

inhale pressure
inhale pos pressure
exhale pressure
ext work of breathing
inhale work
pos inhale work
exhale work

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

11.44 mbar
0.00 mbar
9.63 mbar
1.35 J/l
0.68 J/l
0.00 J/l
0.67 J/l

pressure - volume diagram at depth of:
50m (165ft)

Mares regulators
have been tested and
certified in compliance
with EC directive 89/686/
EEC according to the EN
250: 2000 standard.

All Mares Nitrox
regulators are tested
in accordance with
European standard
EN13949.
All Mares Nitrox
regulators are compatible
with oxygen mixes up to 100%
O2 and are equipped with
a dedicated connection in
conformity with European
standard EN144-3.

Overview page Regulator line
First stageS

second stageS

MR52T
▪ Balanced diaphragm design
▪ 2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
▪ 4 LP 3/8” UNF ports
Carbon

MR22T CWD KIT
▪
▪
▪
▪

Balanced diaphragm design
2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
1 LP 1/2” UNF port (primary)
3 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Abyss AMU

MR22T
▪
▪
▪
▪

Balanced diaphragm design
2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
1 LP 1/2” UNF port (primary)
3 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Abyss

MR12ST
▪ Balanced diaphragm design
▪ 2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
▪ 4 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Instinct

R2S
▪ Piston design
▪ 1 HP 7/16” UNF port
▪ 4 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Prestige She Dives

Prestige

MR52T NITROX
▪ Balanced diaphragm design
▪ 2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
▪ 4 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Rover

MR22T NITROX
▪
▪
▪
▪

Balanced diaphragm design
2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
1 LP 1/2” UNF port (primary)
3 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Abyss Nitrox

MR12T NITROX
▪ Balanced diaphragm design
▪ 2 HP 7/16” UNF ports
▪ 4 LP 3/8” UNF ports

Rover Nitrox
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Instinct 12S

Carbon 52

Abyss 22 AMU

Abyss 52

Abyss 22

Prestige 12S

Prestige 12S
She Dives

Rover 12S

Rover 2S

Air Control

416164

416162

416158

416163

416134

416182

416156

416166

416220

416893

INT

674

687

850

687

781

674

674

674

608

DIN 300 bar

574

513

666

513

616

574

574

574

432

554

656

Regulator
Code

First Stage

Diaphragm
Piston

NX (100% O2)
Carbon technology
ALL METAL TECHNOLOGY
ULTRALIGHT TECHNO POLYMER
DFC ∤ Dynamic Flow Control
NCC ∤ Natural Convection Channel
TRI-MATERIAL VALVE
VAD ∤ Vortex Assisted Design
MESH GRID
FLUID DYNAMIC DEFLECTOR
SUPERFLEX HOSE
SMALL SIZE

First Stage Weight (g)

NX
150

197

269

269

269

205

210

200

200

INT

962

1034

1337

1106

1208

1058

1034

1053

987

DIN 300 bar

859

857

1150

929

1040

955

931

950

808

970

1083

Second Stage Weight (g)

Total Weight (g)
(including hose)

NX

14

562

941

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Octopus

Instinct

Carbon

Abyss Extreme

Abyss

Prestige

MV

Rover

Code

416542

416535

416536

416504

416526

416523

416505

335

354

427

427

390

364

385

NX (100% O2)
Carbon technology
ALL METAL TECHNOLOGY
ULTRALIGHT TECHNO POLYMER
VAD ∤ Vortex Assisted Design
MESH GRID
FLUID DYNAMIC DEFLECTOR
SUPERFLEX HOSE
SMALL SIZE
Total weight (g) (including hose)
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EDGE OF PERFORMANCE
INSTRUMENTS
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MATRIX
code: 414166 / 414167 white

Another step into the future
■■ Full dot matrix display
■■ Upgradeable software
■■ PC interface included
A full-dot matrix high resolution display,
tilt- compensated digital compass with bearing
function, graphic profile during the dive and
multigas algorithm make Matrix arguably the most
impressive Mares watch-style dive computer ever. A
choice of digital or analog time of day display, second
time zone and a precision stopwatch, all in a sleek
metal housing make it the coolest product to show
off between dives. Did we mention a 35-hour logbook
including dive profile graphs at 5s sampling rate?
The rechargeable battery means years and years of
maintenance free use. The charging cradle doubles
up as PC (or Mac) interface for downloading dives and
for firmware upgrades.
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

SCREEN PROTECTOR
code: 415173

DISPLAYS

ANALOG WATCH

USB interface included

1:1 scale

DECO DIVE

Optional Metal Strap

(sold separately - code: 414811)

LOGBOOK

GAS SWITCH

Strap extension

(optional - code: 44200966)

COMPASS

Tech Strap

(optional - code: 414812)
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DISPLAYs
1:1 scale

EXTENDED view, featuring no deco time, depth,
dive time, temperature, description of gas being
used, tank pressure with color coding, time
to reserve and gas consumption rate. Tissue
saturation bar graph on the left side of the display.

EXTENDED view in a decompression dive. Each
individual stop is described in depth and duration,
and the color identifies the kind of stop (deep,
deco or safety). The bottom row shows additional
information (+ screen).

PROFILE view featuring a graphic representation
of the dive profile and of the tank status, in addition
to no deco time and depth.

COMPASS view featuring no deco time, depth and
tank pressure, prior to the activation of either
bearing function or stopwatch.

COMPASS view with active stopwatch and bearing
function. The symbols help you navigate a square,
triangular or reciprocal course. The stopwatch
allows you to time each leg of the course.

MAP view featuring one of the many maps which
can be downloaded free of charge from www.
mares.com.

Example of alarm message during the dive.
Clear text, in your choice of 21 languages, clearly
illustrates the situation, allowing you to take the
best course of action without hesitation.

Suggestion of gas switch upon reaching the MOD
of the next gas in the sequence.

ART TO MEDIA is known for its experience in 3D dive maps of worldwide dive sites providing detailed
depiction of wrecks and dive sites.
Through a partnership with Mares, they are creating dive maps specifically designed for the Icon HD
computer.
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ICON HD net ready
code: 414121

Incredible Color, High Definition Dive
■■ Hoseless tank pressure transmission
■■ Exclusive bi-directional communication
■■ Displays tank pressure, time remaining
and current gas consumption
Icon HD net ready is the new frontier in gas integrated
dive computers. Whereas until now the dive computer
was simply a passive receiver of information, with the
new Mares bidirectional technology, Icon HD is ready
to communicate actively with the tank module for an
unprecedented level of safety and user friendliness.
The combination with Icon’s high definition color
display brings tank pressure information to a new
level. Detailed numerical information is accompanied
by intuitive, at-a-glance color coding. Blue and green
means the pressure is above the mid tank warning,
red means the pressure is below the reserve, orange
and yellow for values inbetween. The thresholds are
set by the user for maximum customization.
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

SCREEN PROTECTOR

Tank MODULE

code: 415174

code: 414311

Works on all Mares dive computers

Define your tank in terms of operating tank pressure, turn-around point and tank reserve, and Icon will generate 5 pressure ranges and associate a logic
sequence of colors for an immediate at-a-glance interpretation of your tank status.
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PUCK PRO
code: 414122

Everything you need,
nothing you don’t
■■ Slim design for a perfect fit
■■ Large display for superior readability
■■ Intuitive user interface
When Mares introduced the Puck dive computer
on the market in 2008, it sent a shockwave rippling
through the industry: a super intuitive, easy to use,
full-featured RGBM nitrox computer at an extremely
competitive price. Now we are doing it again. Though
improving on the original concept was not easy, we
did so by implementing a larger display in a slimmer
design, then added upgradeable firmware and
multigas capability. All the bells and whistles, no
unnecessary frills. Puck Pro is the computer that
can accompany you through years and years of diving
adventures.
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

DISPLAYS

1:1 scale

NO DECO DIVE
WITH TIME OF DAY DISPLAY

USB interface
(code: 414313)
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DECO DIVE

Easy and intuitive to use

GAS SWITCH

NITROX MENU

Clearly structured display

Slim design

NEMO WIDE
code: 414114

The “effortless” dive computer
■■ WIDE DISPLAY WITH SUPERIOR READABILITY
■■ ERGONOMIC DESIGN AND INTUITIVE INTERFACE
■■ MULTIGAS CAPABLE
Nemo Wide is designed to be safe, reliable, easy to
read, and intuitive to use. In this new version we
stayed true to all of these aspects. We improved the
readability by restructuring the lay-out of the display
and organizing the information as seen in the Matrix
and Puck PRO. This new version also features a
bottom timer mode with stopwatch function and
resettable average depth, ideal for technical divers. If
you like effortless-reading, user-friendly computers,
then the Nemo Wide is for you!
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 99%

nemo wide display Protector
code: 414902

DISPLAYS

1:1 scale

DEEP STOP

TIMER DURING DEEP STOP

GAS SWITCHING

BOTTOM TIMER
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PUCK AIR
code: 414161 / 414162 ∤ 414163 Southern hemisphere

Sleek, reliable, ergonomic
and easy to use
■■ Integrated pressure gauge and residual
air time calculation
■■ Display area with a dot matrix insert
■■ Air, Nitrox and Bottom timer modes
The sporty and functional design includes all the
information that enthusiasts cannot do without. With
Puck Air as your guide, you will always know what to do.
In particular, with the Easy Access System, navigating
the computer menu has never seemed so easy.
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 50%

Puck Air
standard version

Puck Air
with compass

code: 414161

code: 414162
code: 414163 Southern hemisphere

Mission Puck 2

Mission Puck 3

code: 414420

code: 414421

PUCK CONSOLEs
code: 414420 Mission Puck 2 / 414421 Mission Puck 3

Enjoy the versatility of Puck
■■ Puck computer in an ergonomic console
■■ New gauge display for easy readability
■■ Multiple attachment loops for flexible
configuration

Mission Puck 2
code: 414420

Mission Puck 3
code: 414421
The Puck family of consoles are comprised of the
Puck computer capsule and a compact easy-toread pressure gauge with a chrome-plated brass
body. Designed with optimized angles and shape for
maximum ergonomics. The Mission Puck 3 includes a
compact dedicated compass to meet all divers needs.
EAN (NITROX) from 21% to 50%
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MISSION CONSOLES
The latest result of uncomplicated ingenuity
■■ modular design
■■ Multiple attachment points
■■ display for easiest readability

mission1

mission2

mission2c

mission3

code: 414417

code: 414418

code: 414423

code: 414419

Anti-Shock
elastomeric
technopolymer case with a
precise pressure gauge featuring
an easy to read display. Multiple
attachment loops for perfect
console positioning.

Our analog console with pressure
and depth gauges offers the
simple yet versatile option to
upgrade from the analog depth
gauge to the compact Puck
capsule computer.

Analog console with pressure
gauge and compass, featuring
optimal angles for reading
pressure and compass data at the
same time.

The analog console with pressure
and depth gauges is completed by
a compact dedicated compass. Our
optimally angled shock resistant
case allows easy reading of all three
gauges at the same time. Option
to later change the analog depth
gauge with Puck computer capsule.

Mission 1C
wrist compass

HANDY COMPASS

code: 414404

code: 414504
code: 414506 Southern hemisphere

Wrist compass designed for
side and top reading featuring a
scratch-resistant polycarbonate
cover. Ergonomic soft strap in
high-resistance technopolymer.

Specially created to be attached
to the BC, for use with a retractor.
Case material: shock-resistant
and scratch-resistant elastomeric
technopolymer.
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Mission ChRONO

MISSION WATCH

code: 414809

code: 414808

Your companion for all adventures

The ideal Mares sporty watch

■■ Chronograph

■■ Waterproof 200m/660ft

■■ Waterproof to 200m/660ft

■■ Swiss quartz movement

■■ Super-Luminova® fluorescent display

■■ stainless steel case

After the success of the Mission Watch, here comes Mission Chrono to
broaden Mares’ watch line. Made to always be with you, underwater and
on the surface. Sturdy and functional, yet classy and elegant. Exclusive
Mares design with precision crafted stainless steel case and stainless steel
wrist band. Screw-in stopwatch buttons with PVD treatment. Swiss quartz
movement. Exceptional night lighting via Super-Luminova® pigments on
display and hands.

Mission watch is the ideal buddy in the water and for day-to-day activities.
The all stainless steel case with ergonomic soft PU and SilIcone strap, along
with its Swiss quality and water resistance to 200m/660ft, makes this the
ideal sport watch.

SOFTWARE

DIVE ORGANIZER
The new software interface originally built for the Icon HD is now compatible
with the majority of the Mares computer range such as Nemo Wide, Nemo Air,
and Puck computer family. Upgrade your firmware, download your dives and
review all details of your logged diving history.
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DIVEr’s diary
Mares joins the Apple universe, now with real-time decompression
calculations. You can also interface between a Mac and an iPhone via
iDiversDiary, the dedicated app available on the App Store.

Technical Specifications

Computer
Code

Matrix

Icon Hd Net Ready

Puck Pro

Nemo Wide

Puck Air

Puck Consoles

414166
414167 White

414121

414122

414114

414161 standard version
414162 with compass NO
414163 with compass SO

414420 Mission Puck 2
414421 Mission Puck 3

150 m (492 ft)

150 m (492 ft)

150 m (492 ft)

150 m (492 ft)

150 m (492 ft)

36 hr

> 100hr

36 hr

38 hr

36 hr

38 hr

5s

5s

5s

5s

20 s

20 s

LCD COLOR DISPLAY
FULL DOT MATRIX
SEGMENT / MATRIX AREA DISPLAY
SEGMENT DISPLAY
AIR INTEGRATED
GAS SWITCHING
SOFTWARE UPGRADEABILITY
USB CHARGER
ONE BUTTON CONTROL
MINERAL GLASS DISPLAY
Max displayed depth

150 m (492 ft)

Rechargeable batteries
User replaceable batteries
Residual nitrogen reset
Option to exclude audible alarms
Ascent rate indicator
Memory capacity
Profile sampling rates
Dual time
Stopwatch

*

**

***

***

Daily alarm

* Dive mode / ** Compass and bottom timer modes only / *** Bottom timer mode
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HYBRID pro tec
code: 417348

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS/S

M/L

XL

4,4 kg / 9.7 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb 4,6 kg / 10.1 lb
245 N

(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N

(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N

(25kg / 55.1lb)

A giant step in the evolution
of back mounted BCDs
■■ Made with Alutex, sturdy and durable
■■ Modular integrated weight system
■■ 10 metal d-rings, 3 of which
customizable
The first thing you will notice when donning Hybrid
Pro Tec is the perfect fit. This new level of comfort
is achieved via special shoulder pads which are
longer, pre-shaped and reinforced, and work in
perfect unison with the lumbar suspension system.
Hybrid Pro Tec features 10 metal D-rings, 3 of which
can be slid up and down along the shoulder pads,
to accommodate any configuration needs. Made
of very tough Alutex material, it will endure any
exposure you submit it to and hold up to the test
of time. Furthermore, Hybrid Pro Tec is a modular
BCD: the detacheable vest comprising the MRS Plus
system is removable, leaving a lean-and-mean travel
BCD. This configuration can be expanded by adding
the optional lumbar trim weight system and/or the
Cruise Add-on pocket.
Trim weight ∙ code: 47201060
Cruise Add-on ∙ code: 415588

Customizable metal D-rings

Large easy-to-reach pockets

Streamlined aircell

Two-jackets-in-one
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HYBRID
code: 417345 / 417346 She Dives

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift
Sizes She Dives
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS/S

M/L

XL

3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,9 kg / 8.6 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb
140 N

190 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

XXS/XS

S/M

220 N

(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

L

3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,8 kg / 8.4 lb
140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

4 kg / 8.8 lb

140 N

170 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

Beyond innovation
■■ Foldable backpack
■■ Ultra low profile exhaust valves
■■ Unprecedented fit and trim
Thanks to features such as complete uncoupling of
harness and aircell, seamless shoulder straps and
special padding around the wings of the back pack,
we have reached unparalleled maximization of comfort, fit, stability and lift. Soft yet durable materials and
overall light weight. Trim weight pouches integrated
in the back pack and the MRS Plus weight integration
system. Adding exclusive styling and special cut it’s
perfect for female anatomy as well.

HYBRID at
code: 417334

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS/S

M/L

XL

3,9 kg / 8.6 lb

4 kg / 8.8 lb

4,2 kg / 9.2 lb

145 N

(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

Control, comfort, and fit
■■ Airtrim for fast
and intuitive buoyancy control
■■ Foldable backpack
and suspension system
■■ New ultraflat pneumatic valves
All the features of the Ergo version are now available
in the Airtrim version too. The patented Mares system
on the pneumatic valves makes it possible to inflate
and deflate the BCD, no matter what your position in
the water is. The shoulder straps have no stitching
and there is special padding on the backpack in the
lumbar area. Integrated trim weights and MRS Plus
weight system.
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HYBRID pure
code: 417352

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS/S

M/L

XL

3,1 kg/6.8 lb

3,2 kg/7 lb

3,2 kg/7 lb

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

Combines light weight, comfort,
and modularity
■■ Integrated modular weight system
■■ Lightweight, an ideal travel companion
■■ 3 sizes fit all
More simplicity for a backmounted BCD, and thanks
to its extremely low weight and foldable backpack,
it becomes the ideal companion for your travels.
Streamlined yet complete, Hybrid Pure surprises
with its modularity and unique comfort, thanks to
the lumbar suspension system. The construction of
the aircell delivers extreme freedom of movement
and makes it easier to achieve perfect buoyancy.
Removable integrated MRS Plus weight system and
a folding zippered cargo pocket. Optional lumbar
trim weight system.

Trim weight
optional - code: 47201060

Removable integrated MRS Plus System

Roll-up pocket

Hydrodynamic aircell

Foldable backpack
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Dragon
code: 417305

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS

S

M

4,2 kg / 9.2 lb

4,2 kg / 9.2 lb

4,4 kg / 9.7 lb

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N

(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

L

XL

4,5 kg / 9.9 lb 4,6 kg / 10.1 lb
190 N

(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

220 N

(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

Security and streamlined comfort
■■ Internal plush lining with comfortable
padded neoprene neck collar
■■ Adjustable elastic cummerbund with
Quick Adjust System
■■ Trim weight and MRS Plus
Designed for divers who want safety, comfort, and
style. Dragon offers top-notch levels of comfort
and high lift capability while keeping a streamlined
shape. Full-featured for the most demanding divers,
Dragon also features 3D Alutex protection and
abrasion-resistant mesh.

Kaila
code: 417306

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XXS

XS

S

M

L

4 kg / 8.8 lb

4 kg / 8.8 lb

4,1 kg / 9 lb

4,1 kg / 9 lb

4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

Designed by women for women
■■ Fashionable design with a dedicated
female cut
■■ Internal plush lining with padded
neoprene neck collar
■■ Dual adjustable shoulder straps to
accommodate various torso lengths
Kaila means “Style” in Hawaiian. The elegant female
diver who wants function and comfort aligned with
style and distinction will appreciate the Kaila. The
sleek Dragon bladder design positions some air
towards the back providing ample lift. Slender front
shape gives comfortable surface floatation, without
the balloon sensation.
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140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

prestige MRS PLUS
code: 417222

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XXS

XS

3,8 kg / 8.4 lb 3,9 kg / 8.6 lb
140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

S

M

4 kg / 8.8 lb

4,1 kg / 9 lb

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

L

XL

4,2 kg / 9.2 lb 4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

The most sought-after and prestigious
BC with an exciting new look
■■ Excellent lift capacity
■■ New Ergo control is even more
ergonomic
■■ Improved fit for even greater comfort
Bladder is constructed entirely of Cordura material.
Comfortable and secure, while providing incredible
lift capacity. Fit is noticeably improved due to an
in-depth study of the shoulder and chest area. A
contemporary tailored fit combined with our new
swivel buckles, achieve unparalleled comfort.
Updated cosmetics and attractive style bring a fresh
new look; but more importantly, the performance
makes this a highly desirable BCD. Featuring
3-Dimensional self draining pockets with zip
closures, rear trim weights, and many other details
that contribute to an even more enjoyable dive.

prestige at
code: 417349

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS

S

M

L

XL

4kg / 8.8 lb

4kg / 8.8 lb

4,3 kg / 9.5 lb

4,2 kg / 9.2 lb

4,4 kg / 9.7 lb

95 N

(9,7kg / 21.4lb)

125 N

(12,7kg / 28.1lb)

135 N

(13,8kg / 30.4lb)

155 N

(15,8kg / 34.9lb)

185 N

(18,9kg / 41.6lb)

The advantages of the Airtrim system
in a unique and popular BCD
■■ Airtrim Control
■■ Excellent lift capacity
■■ MRS Plus integrated weight
All the features of the Ergo version of the inflator are
available in the Airtrim version, with an even more
appealing look. Long backpack with padded grip
and covering. MRS Plus integrated weight and rear
trim weight pockets for greater comfort during the
dive. Sturdy, with excellent lift capacity. New ultraflat
pneumatic valves.
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PRIME
code: 417309

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS

S

M

L

XL

2,9 kg / 6.4 lb

2,9 kg / 6.4 lb

3,1 kg / 6.8 lb

3,1 kg / 6.8 lb

3,1 kg / 6.8 lb

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

Comfort and style in a BCD
that will amaze you
■■ Standard BCD with option to upgrade
with MRS Plus
■■ stowage for octopus

KIT MRS Plus

and pressure gauge

(optional)

■■ Roomy zippered pockets

code: 417958

Aircell made in Cordura 420 and rigid backpack with
handle. Prime is ideal for people who want to get
started with their diving adventure. Standard BCD
with the option to add the MRS Plus weight system
at a later time, assembling it with just a few clicks.
The two openings on the pockets provided for
positioning of the octopus and pressure gauge make
the dive even more comfortable. Excellent buoyancy lift.

F-LIGHT
code: 417261

Sizes
Weight
Buoyancy lift

XS

S

M

L

XL

2,1 kg / 4.6 lb

2,1 kg / 4.6 lb

2,2 kg / 4.8 lb

2,3 kg / 5.1 lb

2,3 kg / 5.1 lb

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

The ideal travel companion
■■ Ultralight
■■ Easy to pack and carry
■■ Dedicated to the traveling diver
Made out of 420 Cordura, light yet strong. Features 2
large zippered pockets, two rear trim weight pockets
and 5 aluminum D-rings. Utilizes a soft pack of
padded PVC, aimed at optimum weight and volume
reduction without jeopardizing performance. So easy
to carry, you will never leave home without it.
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200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

Technical Specifications

BCD

Hybrid
Pro Tec

Hybrid

Hybrid
She Dives

Hybrid AT

Hybrid
Pure

Dragon

Kaila

Prestige
MRS Plus

Prestige AT

Prime

F-Light

Code

417348

417345

417346

417334

417352

417305

417306

417222

417349

417309

417261

Sizes

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XXS/XS ·
S/M · L

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS/S ·
M/L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XXS · XS ·
S·M·L

XXS · XS ·
S · M · L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

XS · S · M ·
L · XL

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420
with Alutex
protection
and abrasionresistant mesh

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420
with abrasion
resistant
protection

Cordura®1000 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®1000 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

5

5

4

4
1

6

2

1

2

4,2

4,2

3,1

2,3

9.5

9.2

9.2

6.8

5.1

140 N

140 N

FUSION BLADDER
CLASSIC BLADDER
BACKMOUNTED
ERGO INFLATOR
AIRTRIM
FOLDABLE BACKPACK
SUSPENSION SYSTEM

Materials
(external/internal)

D-rings

Stainless Steel

Cordura®1000 /
Cordura®420 /
Alutex

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

Cordura®420 /
Cordura®420

10
7

Aluminium

7

6

Weight (size L)

Heavy-duty Technopolymer

5

Kg

4,3

3,9

lb

9.5

8.6

Buoyancy Lift Capacity
MRS Plus code

S

4

3,2

4,5

8.4

8.8

7

9.9

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

245 N

(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N

(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N

M

(25kg / 55.1lb)

L

(25kg / 55.1lb)

XL

(25kg / 55.1lb)

245 N

245 N

417955 (small - max 4 kg)
417954 (large- max 6 kg)

3,8

140 N

XXS
XS

2

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

190 N

(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

190 N

(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N

(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

220 N

M/L · XL

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

145 N

(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

145 N

(14,8kg / 32.6lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

XS/S
XS/S · M/L · XL

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

XXS/XS · S/M
L

4,3

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

150 N

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

170 N

(17,3kg / 38.1lb)

190 N

(19,3kg / 42.5lb)

140 N

(14,2kg /30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

(22,5kg / 49.6lb)

XS/S

XS/S · M/L · XL

XS · S
M · L · XL

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

220 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

M/L · XL

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

(24kg / 52.9lb)

XXS · XS · S · M
L

95 N

(9,7kg / 21.4lb)

125 N

(12,7kg / 28.1lb)

135 N

(13,8kg / 30.4lb)

155 N

(15,8kg / 34.9lb)

185 N

(18,9kg / 41.6lb)

XS · S
XXS · XS ·
S · M · L · XL

M · L · XL

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

140 N

(14,2kg / 30.8lb)

150 N

(15,3kg / 33.7lb)

160 N

(16,3kg / 35.9lb)

200 N

(20,5kg / 45.1lb)

235 N

(24kg / 52.9lb)

(24kg / 52.9lb)

MRS Plus
ready

no weight
system
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2nd skin

2nd skin SHORTY

code: 412131 Man / 412136 She Dives

code: 412512 Man / 412519 She Dives

thickness: 6 mm

thickness: 1.5 mm

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

The revolution in cold water wetsuits

Your real second skin

■■ Tizip SilverSeal rear zipper

Made with Metalite, which has heat reflecting and heat retaining properties,
this shorty is best worn underneath the steamer. Extremities are made in
GlideSkin, and together with the neck custom closure and the 0.5mm hood
create an extremely water-resistant shorty. It can also be used by itself for
snorkeling.

■■ Comfort and protection for your back with Spine pad
■■ Easing donning thanks to ultrastretch neoprene
Steamer in 6mm thickness with SilverSeal. All water entry points (neck,
wrists, ankles) are designed to minimize water exchange between the inside
and outside of the suit. Ankles and wrists feature GlideSkin seals plus a
zipper on the outer neoprene layer. When used in combination with the
2ndSkin shorty you have a real barrier to water protecting you. A real second
skin! Supratex knee pads and Spine Pad complete an already rich suit. The
She Dives version is custom- designed and pre- shaped for a superior fit to
the female anatomy. The elbow and knee sections are preshaped to better
accommodate the arms and legs.

Spine pad

Wrist zip
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FLEXA therm
code: 412069 Man / 412070 She Dives

thickness: 6.5 mm

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

Maximum thermal comfort, perfect fit
■■ horizontal rear Masterseal zip
■■ 100% Ultrastretch
■■ Handy pocket with zip
The Flexa Therm suit is made of Ultrastretch neoprene to ensure a perfect
fit and unparalleled comfort. Advanced thermal protection is ensured by the
use of the waterproof Masterseal zip, which is soft and flexible, delivering
freedom of movement in the shoulder area. On the right leg there is a
handy zippered pocket with a D-ring inside so you can store accessories
like gloves or hoods. The hood features a system to help release air and
make equalization easier in the area around the ears. There is a hook on the
outside so divers can fasten it to the D-ring in the pocket.

ISOTHERM
code it: 412071 Man / 412072 She Dives
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code us: 482049 Man
sizes: S ·M·L·XL·XXL·3XL

FLEXA
code: 412061 Man / 412065 She Dives

thickness: 8·6·5 mm

code: 412062 Man / 412066 She Dives

thickness: 5·4·3 mm

code: 412510 Man / 412515 She Dives

thickness: 3·2·2 mm

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

*

The intelligent family suits. Feel the difference
■■ 100% ultrastretch unparalleled comfort

*

code US:

482051 Man
5·4·3 back zip
sizes: S ·M·L·XL·XXL·3XL

■■ Back protection system (BPS)
■■ Thermo Plush inside
The Flexa family is the highest expression of Trilastic. Different thickness
for different areas of the body. 100% ultrastretch. Unparalleled finish and
attention to detail. Front zip with smooth neoprene flap for more comfort and
isolation. Rubber tag custom closure. BPS: an additional layer of neoprene
stitched in the back provides additional comfort and thermal protection. The
Flexa suits are the result of an effort meant to obtain the widest variety of
combinations of steamer, shorty (Core) and vest with only 5 items.

* Shoulder color changes with suit thickness

Back zip
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Flexa CORE

Flexa VEST

code: 412130 Man / 412135 She Dives

code: 412815 Man / 412817 She Dives

thickness: 5 mm

thickness: 3 mm

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

Ideal complement for cold water

Multiplies the heat retention

Ultraelastic shorty with attached hood for greater thermal insulation. The
perfect addition for colder waters. Created to complete the Flexa family, it
can be used with any suit in the Mares line, or alone depending on water
temperature.

Ideal to be worn under or over Flexa for higher warmth retention in
cold water diving. Low compression neoprene on the top of the head,
3mm bib and face improve heat retention. Ultraelastic neoprene at the
neck, side of the head, and body for easy entry.

HOODs
flexa SHIELD
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flexa

TECH

code: 412819

code: 412818

code: 412820

sizes: S · M · L

sizes: XS · S · M · L · XL

sizes: XS · S · M · L · XL · XXL

thickness: 5 mm

thickness: 6·4·3 mm

thickness: 6·5·3 mm

recommended retail price: XXX €

recommended retail price: XXX €

recommended retail price: XXX €

A hood by itself can move a bit and let water in,
especially in the back of the neck where heat loss
is highest. With Flexa Shield this won’t happen
anymore. Give it a try and see for yourself the
new level of warmth that can be achieved.

The nape area, where heat loss is highest, is
made in 6mm neoprene. The rest of the neck
and the face seal are made of 3mm neoprene
with GlideSkin lining for comfort and warmth.

Developed in cooperation with Mobby’s, this hood
is dedicated to dry suits. It has a patented built-in
valve which allows trapped air to escape from the
hood without letting water in. The reflective tape
makes you more visible on the surface.

Dual
code: 412319 Man / 412321 She Dives
thickness: 5 mm
sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

Enjoy easy donning and doffing
■■ GlideSkin wrist and ankle seals
■■ Farmer John with Comfort Plush inside
■■ Strategically placed elastic inserts
Traditional combination of a farmer john plus a separate jacket on top
provide two major main benefits. Easy donning and doffing, plus the thickest
area of neoprene concentrated where thermal protection is needed the
most, in the chest and back areas. This leaves the arms and legs with a nice
feeling of freedom and mobility.
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Pioneer
code: 412320 Man / 412322 She Dives
thickness: 5 mm
sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

The inseparable buddy
■■ Soft rubber shoulder protection
■■ Longer frontal zip
■■ Elliptical stitching on wrists and ankles
Pioneer is an “off road” diving suit. Knee and shoulder areas are protected
with a special high resistant soft rubber. Extra long frontal zip makes donning
and doffing easier than ever. Wrists and ankles are finished with a GlideSkin
surface for better sealing. Includes GlideSkin sealed hood.

code IT: 412323 Man / 412326 She Dives
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REEF

REEF shorty

code: 412511 Man / 412516 She Dives

code: 412513 Man / 412523 She Dives

thickness: 3 mm

thickness: 2.5 mm

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

Quality and nice finish
Cool, stylish, light weight and excellent for warm water dives and long
snorkeling sessions. Neck custom closure and back zip puller demonstrate
a high level of finish in all details. The smooth skin front panel makes the
Reef suitable for surfing and water skiing.

Cool, stretchy and ideal for temperate water
■■ custom closure and back zip puller
■■ preshaped cut
■■ Chest mesh skin
Reef is the ideal suit for warm water use. Wrist, ankle and neck seals
are enriched with the aquastops finish. These applications reduce the
continuous water flow. The chest area comes with a soft and stretchy rubber
panel making this suit ideal for multiple surface water sports.

code us · 2.5mm: 482082 Man
sizes: S·M·L·XL·XXL·3XL
code us · 2.5mm: 482081 She Dives
sizes: 4·6·8·10·12·14·16

code us: 482067 Man
sizes: S · M · L · XL· XXL · 3XL
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coral

trilastic STEAMER

code: 412514 Man / 412524 She Dives
thickness: 0.5 mm
sizes: 2·3·4·5·6·7 Man / 1·2·3·4·5 She Dives

Snorkeling without worries
■■ UV protection 50+
■■ Ultraelastic, fits all
■■ Stirrups equipped for secure placement
Protects almost your entire body surface, be it from aggressive solar
rays or from the occasional encounter with a jelly fish. Ideal for long
snorkelling sessions as well as first layer under a wetsuit, especially
when renting the wetsuit.

A comfortable second skin for the tropic dives
■■ Rubber knee pads
■■ Metalite fabric inside
■■ Easy donning and doffing

Trilastic steamer

Even though the thickness is only
0.5mm, Coral is a very warm suit. The
internal fabric called metalite has a
heat retaining effect. This means that
the body heat is reflected thus less
heat is lost. Also ideal as a back-up
suit or it can be worn under other
suits. Stirrups secure placement.

World

Man

She Dives

code

412964

412965

size

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

* Sizes XXL for men and XL for women are available in some countries.
Please check with your local Sales Representative or Customer Service Department.

code us: 482068 Man
sizes: S·M·L·XL·XXL·3XL
code us · 2.5mm: 482084 She Dives
sizes: 4·6·8·10·12·14·16
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** US version: Grey replace the white.

Rash Guard

Rash Guard LOOSE FIT

Ideal as undergarment
or by itself for superior UV protection

Be cool and protected!
■■ Loose fit style

■■ Cool lightweight material

■■ New vibrant colors

■■ Flat seam construction for comfort

■■ UV Protection 50+

■■ UV protection 50+
Characterized by the Mares Trilastic look, the Rash Guard is built with a
material that provides UV protection of 50+. The seams, sewn with flatlock
stitching, won’t leave marks on your skin. Perfect to wear underneath your
suit and ideal for all kinds of watersports.

**

**

**

Man

Man
Long sleeve

Short sleeve

Sleeveless

Shorts

412972

412974

412976

412966

size

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

code

482060

482062

-

482054

-

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

Rash Guard
World

USA

code

size

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

USA

Rash Guard
World

Long sleeve

Short sleeve

code

412940

412941

size

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

SHE DIVES

SHE DIVES
Rash Guard
World

Need skin protection? Protect your skin while being fashion forward, with the
comfortable new Loose Fit Rash Guards. Instead of wearing a compression
shirt, this is the new way to size rash guards. Designed to be worn underneath
your suit or for a multitude of different watersports. Flatlock stitching for
comfort and new color combinations for an attractive look!

code
size

Long sleeve

Short sleeve

Sleeveless

Shorts

412984

412985

412986

412967

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L* XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L* XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L* XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

code

482061

482063

-

482055

code

482077

482076

-

-

-

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

size

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16 4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

Rash Guard
World

Long sleeve
sleeve
Long

Short sleeve

code

412944

412945

code

412942

412943

2XS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL

2XS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL

size
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Thermo Guard

Thermo Guard SHORTY

thickness: 0.5 mm

thickness: 1.5 mm

Body core comfort for all water sports

Always handy

■■ 0.5mm neoprene

■■ 1.5 mm thickness

■■ Smooth on your skin

■■ Junior sizes available

■■ UV protection action

■■ Metalite fabric inside

Very easy to put on, provides great UV protection and the Metalite coating helps
retain heat for superior warmth. Flat stitch for comfortable contact on your
skin. Thermo Guard offers more body core comfort than a standard rash guard.
Perfect underneath your suit for better heat retention during diving.Thanks to its
thermal and UV protection, it’s also ideal for any other watersport use.

Extremely versatile product. Can be used as first layer under a wetsuit for
incremental thermal comfort, or as only suit in warm waters. Entirely lined
in Metalite on the inside, it’s also the perfect choice for swimming pools or
for snorkelling. Dedicated junior graphics for the smaller sizes.

**

**

Man

UNISEX
Long sleeve

Short sleeve

Shorts

code

412970

412968

412517

size

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL*

code

482058

-

-

size

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ 2XL ∤ 3XL

-

-

Shorts

Thermo Guard 0.5
World

USA

Thermo Guard 1.5
World

Shorty junior

Shorty adult

code

412522

412522

size

-3 ∤ -2 ∤ -1 ∤ 0

1∤2∤3∤4∤5∤6∤7

she dives
Long sleeve

Short sleeve

code

412983

412982

412518

size

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L*

code

482059

-

-

size

4 ∤ 6 ∤ 8 ∤ 10 ∤ 12 ∤ 14 ∤ 16

-

-

Thermo Guard 0.5
World

USA
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* Sizes XXL for men and XL for women are available in some countries.
Please check with your local Sales Representative or Customer Service Department.
** US version: Grey replace the white.

BOOTS

flexa DS

CLASSIC NG

EQUATOR

CLASSIC SOCK

code: 5 mm 412626 ∤ 6.5 mm 412628

code: 412619

code: 412613

code: 412611

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12

sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

thickness: 5 mm ∤ 6.5 mm

thickness: 5 mm

thickness: 2 mm

thickness: 3 mm

The exclusive design of the sole
features a system of drainage
grooves (DS Draining System),
which prevent the suction effect
between boot and foot pocket.
Donning and doffing a fin becomes
much easier. Ideal for those who
have to cover large distances on
foot to the dive site.

Latest generation of Classic
Boots 5mm. With wide toecap
and levelled sole provides more
toughness and comfort.

2mm ankle boot: light weight,
perfect for traveling. Includes a
rubber grip sole.

No sole, double-lined neoprene.
Contour cut, glued and stitched
seams.

CLASSIC
code: 412610
sizes: 5 ∤ 6 ∤ 7 ∤ 8 ∤ 9 ∤ 10 ∤ 11 ∤ 12 ∤ 13

GLOVES

FLEXA FIT

FLEXA TOUCH

FLEXA CLASSIC

AMARA

code: 5 mm 412718 ∤ 6.5 mm 412717

code: 412721

code: 412719

code: 412702 / code US: 480016

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

sizes: XS/S ∤ M/L ∤ XL/XXL

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

sizes: XXS ∤ XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

thickness: 5 mm ∤ 6.5 mm

thickness: 2 mm

thickness: 3 mm

thickness: 2 mm

Made of ultra stretch neoprene,
its distinctive feature is the
innovative cut. The preformed
wrist shape (snug cut) in Glide
Skin generates a water tight seal.
All stitching has been moved so as
not to affect the sensitivity of the
fingers.

Incredibly cool, the close fit keeps
you warm while not limiting the
dexterity. Wrist extremity is cut to
make doffing very easy.

New fingernail cut. Double-lining
neoprene with rubber printed
palm for increased grip.

Double-lined neoprene, with
Amara inserts and velcro strap.
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PICTURE
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TECh FIT

PRO FIT

code: 412020

code: 412021

code IT: 412022

Technology, warmth, freedom

Durable, stretchy, comfortable

■■ Easy self donning

■■ High Density neoprene

■■ Adjustable fit

■■ Integrated vulcanized boots

■■ Palm fit valves

■■ Reinforced knee pads

Made in Cordura®500D paired with two sheets of Tarpaulin type PVC.
Diagonal frontal zipper makes it very easy to don, even by yourself. Each leg
has a large side pocket within which a D-ring allows for secure placement of
accessories. A crotch strap further enhances an already great fit, with a torso
length adjustment that tailors the suit to almost any height. The hood has a
built-in check valve, which allows trapped gas to be expelled. Integrated boots
of vulcanized rubber and latex seals in neck and wrists completes the picture.

In recent years, the popularity of dry suits in recreational diving has grown
around the world. The innovative design of Mares by Mobby’s suits has
played an indisputably significant role in this development. Pro Fit is made
of a special type of stretchy high density neoprene. It is designed to minimize
the shrinkage even when regularly diving deep. Neck and wrist seals in
latex, integrated booties and hood included.

UNDERGARMENTS
Comfort 300
code: 412138
sizes: XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL

Comfort 150
code: 412139
sizes: XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL
The Comfort 300 and Comfort 150 are the ideal way to complete our new dry
suits. The only difference between the two is in the weight of the fabric, hence
the 300 is for extremely cold waters and the 150 is for more temperate waters.
Each boasts a pocket on each side in addition to a small one on the chest, to
store whatever small objects you take with you on the dive, such as a car key.
Wrists and ankles are made of lycra and conical in shape, for easier donning.
An elastic waistband minimizes bulk and gives a more tapered look, while the
front zip has a double slider so it can be opened at either ends.
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Technical Specifications

2ndSkin

Model

She Dives

Man

She Dives

Man

Flexa
Man

6.5

6

Thickness

World

Flexa Therm
She Dives

She Dives

Man

8·6·5

5·4·3

She Dives
3·2·2

Code

412131

412136

412069

412070

412061

412065

412062

412066

412510

412515

Sizes

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

FOR COLD WATER
FOR TEMPERATE WATER
FOR WARM WATER
BACK PROTECTION SYSTEM
SPINE PAD
MASTERSEAL ZIP
TITEX TZIPs
DOUBLE SEALING SYSTEM
THERMO PLUSH
HOOD INCLUDED

Tech Fit

Pro Fit

Unisex

Unisex

412020

412021

XS · S · M · L · XL · XXL *

XS · S · M · L · XL · XXL *

Model

Code
Sizes
CMS ∤ Composite Material System
HD NEOPRENE
VULCANIZED BOOTS
HOOD INCLUDED

* The 3XL size is available in some countries. Please check with your local Sales Representative or Customer Service Department
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Man

Technical Specifications

Dual
Model

She Dives

Man

World

She Dives

Man

She Dives

Man

3

5

5

Thickness

She Dives

Man

Coral

Reef

Pioneer

0.5

Code

412319

412321

412320

412322

412511

412516

412514

412524

Sizes

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

2·3·4·5·6·7

1·2·3·4·5

FOR COLD WATER
FOR TEMPERATE WATER
FOR WARM WATER
BACK PROTECTION SYSTEM
SPINE PAD
MASTERSEAL ZIP
TITEX TZIPs
DOUBLE SEALING SYSTEM
THERMO PLUSH
HOOD INCLUDED

NEOPRENE BOOTS
Tech Fit / Pro Fit

Europe

United States

3XS

35/36

4

Japan
-

2XS

36/37

5

23 cm

XS

38

6

24 cm

S

39/40

7

25 cm

M

40/41

8

26 cm

L

41/42

9

27 cm

XL

43

10

28 cm
29 cm

2XL

44/45

11

3XL

45/46

12

-

4XL

47

13

-

Tech Fit / Pro Fit

Europe

United States

Japan

XS

39

6

24 cm

S

40

7

25 cm

M

44

10

28 cm

L

45

11

29 cm

XL ∤ XXL

46.5

12

30 cm

DRY SUIT BOOTS
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EDGE OF PERFORMANCE
FINS
50

X-stream
code: 410019
sizes
blade*

XS

S

R

XL (Pink not available)

34,5 cm / 13.6 in

36 cm / 14.2 in

37 cm / 14.6in

38 cm / 15 in

X-stream Comfort, X-ceptional Efficiency
■■ RIDDLED FOOT pocket No parachute effect
■■ Next generation OPB
■■ blade construction for less turbulence
The X-stream: performance, comfort and lightweight design are the incredible
result of sixty passionate years at the service of diving. The X-stream is truly a
leap into the future, and changes forever how we envision the creation of a fin.
More than 2 years of resources, experiments and testing and four Mares patents
all concentrated in one unique product.

YL

Riddled foot pocket

ABS plus buckles

BL

Venting system

RD

TBK

WH

JPK

Perforated pull tab
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excel +

Avanti Excel

code: 410018

code: 410316

sizes
blade*

XS
36 cm / 14.1 in

S

R

39 cm / 15.3 in

YL

40 cm / 15.7 in

BL

XL
40 cm / 15.7 in

SI

blade*

34/35

36/37

38/39

40/41

42/43

44/45

46/47

29,5 cm
11.6 in

30 cm
11.8 in

31 cm
12.2 in

32 cm
12.6 in

33 cm
13 in

34 cm
13.4 in

35,5 cm
14 in

BL

BK

YL

SI

In the great Mares tradition,
the evolution continues

The highest level of performance
in all diving conditions

■■ LONGER foot pocket. More comfort,

■■ Whale Tail design, great power transmission

same great performance
■■ Elastic OPB. Maximum efficiency, minimum effort
■■ Tri-material technology and ABS Plus buckles
Heir to the Quattro Excel, the Excel + rediscovers the roots of its noble
ancestor, the Avanti Quattro. Thus, a new fin is created, and thanks to its
fully redesigned foot pocket, it offers both propulsive force and unbeatable
comfort. The back of the foot pocket is made of soft rubber, further
increasing comfort and performance.
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sizes

■■ Anatomical foot pocket
■■ Tri-material for maximum performance
Following several tests on new materials, Mares has created the Avanti
Excel. The Excel has been updated and improved over the already legendary
performance of the Plana tradition. Elastic OPB, Superchannel Thrust,
Tri‑material technologies and the Whale Tail design all fused into a unique,
extraordinary fin, making it ideal for demanding divers.

VOLO POWER

volo race

code: 410008

code: 410313

sizes
blade*

S

R

36 cm / 14.2 in

YL

XL

37 cm / 14.6 in

BL

BK

37 cm / 14.6 in

SI

Lightweight, easy and efficient

sizes
blade*

36/37

38/39

40/41

42/43

44/45

46/47

33,5 cm
13.2 in

33,5 cm
13.2 in

36,5 cm
14.5 in

37 cm
14.6 in

39,5 cm
15.6 in

39,5 cm
15.6 in

YL

BL

BGR

All the advantages of the Volo Power
in a full foot design

■■ OPB system for greater efficiency
■■ Channel Thrust technology

■■ Anatomical foot pocket

■■ ABS Plus buckles

■■ High performance with minimum exertion

High performance with minimal exertion, comfort and lightweight design.
The anatomic foot pocket features interior ribs that improve fit, eliminate
foot suction and prevent foot pocket flexing thus transmitting more power to
the blade. Ideal for women, kids and all divers who want the easiest kicking
fin in the market.

■■ The easiest kicking fin on the market
The combination of OPB and Channel Thrust technology make the Volo Race
the perfect fin for divers who want to increase their efficiency with minimum
effort. OPB is featured for controlling and optimizing the thrust angle.
Channel Thrust technology for perfect routing of the water flow, and rubber
covered stabilizers provide improved performance. Divers and snorkelers
alike will enjoy this easy kicking fin.
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Avanti Quattro +

Avanti Quattro Power

code: 410003

code: 410301

sizes

S

R

XL

sizes

40/41

42/43

44/45

blade*

37 cm / 14.6 in

38 cm / 15 in

39 cm / 15.3 in

blade*

44 cm / 17.3 in

45,5 cm / 17.9 in

45,5 cm / 17.9 in

YL
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BL

BK

WH

LM

FL

YL

BL

BK

Restyling of a legend,
comes equipped with the patented Mares bungee strap

The ultimate Channel Thrust fin for speed,
power and fun in the water

■■ Increased efficiency with the use of new hi-FLEX material

■■ Ideal for both scuba and apnea

■■ Four channels for four times the thrusting power

■■ Channel Thrust technology for optimum performance

■■ Bungee strap

■■ Rubberized side ribs

The new Avanti Quattro + fin exceeds the established performance of
the traditional model thanks to the use of new materials that optimize
efficiency. Greater responsiveness and thrusting power with an even more
attractive look. New Bungee Strap is provided standard. Proven Channel
Thrust technology makes the fin versatile and ideal in all diving conditions.
The stabilizers improve stability, eliminating ankle twisting phenomena.
The anatomical foot pocket conveys more power to the blade.

The best all-around full foot fin for diving. The Avanti Quattro Power is
perfect for warm water divers, snorkelers and free divers that want ultimate
power, comfort and speed. The obvious choice for demanding scuba and free
divers. Comfort combined with extraordinary performance.

wave

wave ff

code: 410017

code: 410332

sizes
blade*

XS
36 cm / 14.1 in

YL

S

R

37 cm / 14.6 in

BL

BK

XL

39 cm / 15.3 in

RD

39,5 cm / 15.6 in

BGR

sizes

36/37

38/39

40/41

42/43

44/45

46/47

blade*

34,5 cm
13.6 in

35 cm
13.8 in

35,5 cm
14 in

36 cm
14.2 in

36,5 cm
14.4 in

37,5 cm
14.8 in

YL

BL

Enjoy pure ease

Comfort and performance

■■ Tri-material construction

■■ Tri-material construction

■■ Huge superchannel for unparalleled thrust
■■ ABS Plus buckles
The Wave uses Tri-material construction to apply specific properties where
needed. The upper part of the foot pocket is specially molded in soft rubber
to guarantee maximum comfort. The blade has a big soft rubber insert
perfect to get the ideal Superchannel water flow. The remainder has the
rigidity and strength needed for superior propulsion. Unmistakably Mares.

BK

■■ Channel Thrust Technology
■■ Soft rubber foot pocket
The overall design of the Wave FF is strongly influenced by the development
of the blade. Based on our Channel Thrust technology, it envelopes a large
volume of water in the central area, which is then propelled out generating
thrust with high efficiency. The three-material construction means that we
could select the best possible TPR for the foot pocket and thus obtain the
highest comfort, while applying materials with the best elastic properties for
the blade aiming at reaching the highest performance.
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Avanti Superchannel OH

Avanti Superchannel FF

code: 410012

code: 410317

sizes
blade*

S

R

35 cm / 13.8 in

37 cm / 14.6 in

YL
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XL

BL

37 cm / 14.6 in

BK

sizes

36/37

38/39

40/41

42/43

44/45

46/47

blade*

32 cm
12.6 in

33 cm
13 in

34 cm
13.4 in

35,5 cm
14 in

36,5 cm
14.5 in

37 cm
14.6 in

YL

BL

RD

The latest evolution in Channel Thrust technology

The perfect blend of power and efficiency

■■ Rugged and durable construction

■■ Three channels for the Superchannel effect

■■ Anatomical open heel foot pocket

■■ Manufactured in Tecralene® for superior performance

■■ ABS Plus buckles

■■ Orthopedic foot pocket

The Avanti Superchannel is designed for the diver who wants the perfect
blend of power and efficiency in one fin. The new blade design with a large
central Superchannel and two traditional lateral channels provide excellent
thrust while maintaining high efficiency and minimizing leg fatigue.

Due to the compact length of the blade this is the ideal fin for travel and for
dives in warm waters. The orthopedic foot pocket with variable thickness
provides superior comfort, and the blade is constructed of Tecralene® and
Thermoplastic rubber for extended durability.

AVANTI TRE

POWER Plana

code: 410302

code: 410007

sizes

36/37

38/39

40/41

42/43

44/45

46/47

sizes

R

XL

XXL

blade*

31 cm
12.2 in

33 cm
13 in

34 cm
13.4 in

36 cm
14.2 in

36,5 cm
14.5 in

37,5 cm
14.8 in

blade*

27,5 cm / 10.8 in

27,5 cm / 10.8 in

27,5 cm / 10.8 in

YL

BL

BK

BK

Lightweight, efficient and a great value

The Mares tech fin

■■ Orthopedic foot pocket

■■ Made of high-quality natural rubber

■■ Rugged, durable construction

■■ Bungee strap

■■ Good thrust in an economical fin

■■ Full shape foot pocket

Avanti Tre features a soft anatomical foot pocket and mid-sized blade with
three channels for optimal movement of water during the kicking cycle,
perfect when traveling to warm water locations. Upper and lower stabilizers
help transfer energy from the foot pocket to the blade, making it easy to kick
for extended snorkeling time.

The Power Plana is the ideal fin for the tech diver. Made of nearly
indestructible natural rubber, this high performing fin is ideal for all kinds
of kicks. The high density material makes the fin negatively buoyant, a
desired feature when using a dry suit and a tech rig with steel plate. The
patented bungee strap is the best solution for both comfort during the dive
and donning / doffing. Unlike competitors’ fins, the Mares rubber fin offers
a full-shape foot pocket.
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RAPTOR

Turbo Plana

code: 410014

code: 410020

sizes

S

R

XL

sizes**

S

M

L

blade*

37,5 cm / 14.8 in

38 cm / 15 in

38,5 cm / 15.2 in

blade*

27,5 cm / 10.8 in

29,5 cm / 11.6 in

29,5 cm / 11.6 in
** Asian sizes

YL

BL

BK

Mares applies its world class fin R&D
to split fin technology

BK

The Mares rubber fin
■■ BUNGEE STRAP

■■ Nature’s Wing technology

■■ Easy to maneuver

■■ Whale Tail design for power transmission

■■ Mares design

■■ ABS Plus buckles
Raptor uses an advanced design and combination of materials to create the
highest performance split fin ever. The Raptor’s design including the Whale
Tail foot pocket for maximum energy transfer delivers the maximum thrust
and efficiency in the split fin category.
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Turbo Plana is made in heavy duty rubber. This dense rubber provides
negative buoyancy and is ideal to keep the right trim not only in technical- or
drysuit- but also regular dives. Easy to kick in traditional and frog-kick style,
reliable and resistant.
Dedicated to the Asian market.
Not available in all countries.

Technical Specifications

Fin

X-stream

Excel +

Avanti
Excel

Volo
Power

Volo
Race

Avanti
Quattro +

Avanti
Quattro
Power

Wave

Wave FF

Code

410019

410018

410316

410008

410313

410003

410301

410017

410332

S · R · XL

36/37 · 38/39
40/41 · 42/43
44/45 · 46/47

S · R · XL

34/35 · 36/37
38/39 · 40/41
XS · S · R · XL XS · S · R · XL
42/43 · 44/45
46/47

Sizes

YL
BL
TBK
RD
WH
JPK***

Colors

YL
BL
SI

YL
BL
BK
SI

YL
BL
BK
SI

YL
BL
BGR

YL
BL
BK
WH
LM
FL

36/37 · 38/39
40/41 · 42/43
XS · S · R · XL 40/41 · 42/43
44/45
44/45 · 46/47
YL
BL
BK

YL
BL
BK
RD
BGR

YL
BL
BK

Avanti
Avanti
Superchannel Superchannel Avanti Tre
OH
FF
410012

S · R · XL
YL
BL
BK

410317

410302

Power
Plana

Raptor

Turbo
Plana

410007

410014

410020

S · R · XL

S · M · L**

36/37 · 38/39 36/37 · 38/39
40/41 · 42/43 40/41 · 42/43 R · XL · XXL
44/45 · 46/47 44/45 · 46/47
YL
BL
RD

YL
BL
BK

BK

YL
BL
BK

BK

RIDDLED FOOT POCKET
OPB ∤ Optimized Pivoting Blade
CHANNEL THRUST
TRI-MATERIAL CONSTRUCTION
RUBBER TECHNOLOGY

Open heel (size R)
Full foot (size 42/43)

Weight

one fin without buckles
(size R or 42/43)

40

33

37

37

38

45.5

39

36

37

35,5

36

27,5

38

29,5

14.6

15.7

13

14.6

14.6

15

17.9

15.3

14.2

14.6

14

14.2

10.8

15

11.6

cm2

750

800

560

700

680

780

960

780

650

730

650

680

600

640

610

in2

116.3

124.0

86.8

108.5

105.4

120.9

148.8

120.9

100.7

113.1

100.7

105.4

93

99.2

94.5

Kg

0.7

0.9

0.6

0.7

0.7

0.9

1

0.8

0.6

0.9

0.7

0.6

1.3

1.1

1

lb

1.5

2

1.3

1.5

1.5

2

2.2

1.8

1.3

2

1.5

1.3

2.9

2.4

2.2

Lenght

37

in

Thrust Area

Blade:

cm

Thermoplastic rubber/ Technopolymers
Thermoplastic rubber/ Tecralene®
Natural rubber

* From end of foot pocket to end of blade / ** Asian sizes / *** XL version not available
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MASKS AND SNORKELS
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X-VISION
code: 411045

WHKWHK

RDKRDK

GRKGRK

YLKYLK

YLWCYL

BLWCBL

BLWBLW

PKWPKW

The best diving mask made better!
■■ Field of vision increased by an astounding 20%
■■ New anatomical skirt provides superior fit and seal

A revolutionary new design delivers an even more attractive and highperformance X-vision. The combination of two different types of silicone and
small horizontal ribs on the skirt ensure unmatched comfort. Those marks on
your face after a dive will be nothing but a distant memory. An innovative look
in the X-vision style with a unique and vibrant mix of new colors.

■■ Vibrant new colors

New compact easy-adjust buckle

Draining system

Pressure relief system

Optical lenses
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x-vu
code: 411033 Regular / 411041 Sunrise

REGULAR

CYLYL

WRDWH

CBLBL

GBKGR

CRDRD

WBLWH

SBKBK

WPKWH

WBLWH

SWHWH

WPKWH

WLBW

WBKWH

SIWHWH

MASK STRAP

code: 41200484

Comfort fit, best view
■■ Bi-Silicone strap
■■ Tri-comfort technology
■■ Wide range of colours
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code: 41200485

The X-vu LiquidSkin is the third 2-window mask using LiquidSkin technology
after the X-vision and Star. Beyond the natural comfort provided by
LiquidSkin skirt, an additional soft silicone part is injected in the nose area
acting like an anti-shock bumper.

STAR
code: 411030

CBLBL

GBKBK

LiquidSkin now available on the most compact mask
■■ LiquidSkin technology
■■ Low internal volume

The geometry of the Star was optimized by greatly reducing the distance
between the lens and the eyes, working with the angle of the glass and
construction of the nose on the skirt. This allows for better vision and
perception of distance. Merged with LiquidSkin technology, Star incorporates
all the best solutions available on the market.

■■ Ideal for apneists too

ESSENCE
code: 411031

recommended retail price: XXX €

CLBL

BKGR

CLWH

Unique design for a unique technology
■■ Great comfort and ample field of vision
■■ Quick-adjusting buckles on the skirt

The Essence mask is the maximum expression of LiquidSkin technology.
Silicone and glass come together and blend to create a mask that is truly
one of a kind. Light and foldable, thanks to the buckles on the skirt, it offers a
broad field of vision. All the features are orchestrated by the exclusive design,
a synthesis of technology and aesthetics.

■■ Light, foldable, easy to store
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i3
code: 411040 Regular / 411042 Sunrise

REGULAR

Unparalled field of vision
■■ Tri-comfort skirt
■■ X-shaped strap

CYLYL

CLCL

CBLBL

BLCL

SBKBK

BKBK

i3 combines the advantages of the Tri-comfort technology with a huge field
of vision. In addition to the wide central glass, smaller panels on each side
guarantee peripheral vision that will blow you away. The ergonomic 2-button
buckles allow for easy and secure adjustment of the strap even when diving
with thick gloves.

■■ Quick-adjusting buckles

x-vu
code: 411036

YLCL

BLCL

RDCL

BKBK

BGRCL

Stylish and comfortable
■■ Tri-comfort skirt
■■ 2-button buckles on the skirt
■■ X-shaped strap
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The front portion of the X-vu skirt has a series of horizontal “bumpers”
made to absorb any relative movement between the mask and the face. This
diminishes the sensation of squeezing on the face and the forehead, which can
be especially appreciated during long dives. The X-shaped strap improves the
overall fit of the mask. The two-button buckles allow for a quick and effortless
strap adjustment.

X-VISION
code: 411044

WHKBK

BK7BK

LMKBK

YLWCL

BLWCL

There’s nothing like her – unmistakable!
■■ Field of vision increased by an astounding 20%
■■ Vibrant new colors

A unique and revolutionary design, combined with innovative technical
solutions, result in a mask with comfort that goes unmatched, while
increasing field of vision in all directions. The contemporary range of colors
gives the new X-Vision a modern and unmistakable look. Quick-adjusting
ergonomic buckles are positioned directly on the skirt.

■■ Optical lens available

X-vision MID
code: 411024

CLCBL

BKBK

CLWLB

CLBGR

The most popular mask in the world
■■ State of the art design

The success of this product derives from meticulous computer design and
numerous optical tests. The central position of the eyes and the optimally
angled windows provides the widest possible viewing angle in every direction.
Quick-adjusting ergonomic buckles are positioned directly on the skirt.

■■ Optical lens option
■■ Mid-size available
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VENTO
code: 411316

RYLCL

RBLCL

BKBK

The shape of comfort
■■ Wide field of vision

Mask with a surprising broad field of vision and an extremely comfortable
skirt. The large soft touch silicone buckles make it incredibly easy to adjust,
even when wearing gloves.

■■ Easy to put on
■■ Soft touch silicone buckles located on the skirt

pure vision
code: 411217

CLRYL

CLRBL

BKBK

The benchmark product in single-lens masks
■■ Low drag design
■■ Wide field of vision
■■ EZ adjust buckles located on the skirt
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A single-lens mask with the unmistakable Mares design and a wide field of
vision. The exclusive design of the EZ adjust buckles positioned on the skirt
ensures less drag and makes it easy to adjust.

OPERA
code: 411019

RYLCL

RBLCL

TBKBK

Simple and sturdy
■■ Traditional design

An expression of Mares tradition, with its rugged, durable construction,
making this a good travel companion. Symmetrical lenses simplify the
option to customize the mask with corrective lenses, which are available in a
complete range from -1 to -7 diopters.

■■ Durable for travel
■■ Light weight

SETA
code: 411328

RYLCL

RBLCL

BKBK

Innovation and tradition
■■ Traditional design

The timeless shape of the Seta mask has been improved upon by implementing
the soft touch silicone buckles located on the skirt. The result is a very
comfortable mask that delivers excellent performance.

■■ Soft touch silicone buckles located on the skirt
■■ Even greater comfort
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Kona
code: 411252 Regular / 411253 Mid

Lightweight and compact
■■ Compact design
■■ Reasonably priced
■■ EZ adjust buckles located on the skirt
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MID

REGULAR

YLCL

YLCL

BLCL

BLCL

TQCL

BKBK

The reduced volume and soft silicone make this mask easy to clear and
incredibly comfortable. The lightweight, EZ adjust buckles are easier to adjust
and create less drag. It’s an excellent tool at an accessible price to easily get
into diving and snorkeling.

ERGO DRY

ERGO SPLASH

code: 411481 / US 481053

code: 411480 / US 481054

RYL

RBL

BK

JPK

RYL

RBL

BK

CL

Anti-Splash, Semidry top with exhaust valve. An ergonomically oriented
silicone mouthpiece for an intuitive and user friendly experience.
CL

WH

ERGO FLEX
code: 411482 / US 481055
BWH

BYL

BRD

BLM
RYL

RBL

BK

RD

■■ Anatomical design
■■ Exhaust valve
■■ Corrugated hose and mouthpiece made with high quality
silicone
Exclusive engineering of the dry top (patented) and an ergonomically
correct mouthpiece make this the ideal snorkel for scuba or for prolonged
snorkeling sessions. The combination of the 100% dry top and an exhaust
valve in the mouthpiece ensures a completely dry breathing environment.

A peculiar feature of the Flex version is the corrugated hose, which is made
of transparent silicone. Ideal for those who prefer a simple, yet functional
snorkel.
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PRO FLEX

ROVER PRO

code: 411460

code: 411483

BK

BGR

BK

Join comfort and ease

Easy and intuitive

The use of two materials with different textures eliminates any nuisance
on the nape of the neck area besides ensuring flexibility during its use,
without creating airflow interruptions. The ergonomic design is highly
hydrodynamic, reducing vibrations and noises during movements. Thanks
to the cooperation with a highly recognized Italian orthodontic lab, Mares
has developed the most suitable snorkel for extended use.

Our entry level. A simple and reliable snorkel, everything you need and
nothing you don’t. The snorkel keeper is integrated in the tube and the
mouthpiece is mounted on a housing which integrates a purge valve. Ideal
for Dive Centers.

Ergo Dry

Ergo Splash

Ergo Flex

Pro Flex

Rover Pro

World

411481

411480

411482

411460

411483

USA

481053

481054

481055

-

-

RYL
RBL
BK
CL
JPK
WH
BWH
BRD
BYL
BLM

RYL
RBL
BK
CL

RYL
RBL
BK
RD

BK
BGR

BK
RBL

Snorkel

Code

Colors

DRY TOP
PURGE VALVE
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Technical Specifications

X-vu

X-vision

Mask

Star

i3

Essence

Code

411045
WHKWHK
RDKRDK
GRKGRK
YLKYLK
ylwCYL
BLWCBL
BLWBLW
PKWPKW

Colors

X-vu

X-vision

X-vision Mid

411036

411044

411024

Regular

Regular
411033

411030

411041

CYLYL
CBLBL
CRDRD
SBKBK
WBLWH
WPKWH
WBKWH
SIWH

WRDWH
WBLWH
GBKGR
SWHWH
WLBWH
WPKWH

411031

CBLBL
GBKBK

411040

CLBL
BKGR
CLWH

411042
BLCL
BKBK
CLCL

CYLYL
CBLBL
SBKBK

YLCL
BLCL
RDCL
BKBK
BGRCL

WHKBK
BK7BK
LMKBK
YLWCL
BLWCL

CLCBL
BKBK
CLBGR
clWLB

LIQUIDSKIN
SUNRISE
TRI-COMFORT
MID SIZE
183

OPTICAL LENSES
Weight (g)

Optical Lens (optionals)

183

173

149

Code 411194

Code 411192

Code 411191

Code 411194

Code 411192

from -1 to -7

from +1.5 to +3

from -1 to -7

from -1 to -5

no

from +1.5 to +3

Vento

Pure Vision

Opera

Seta

Code

411316

411217

411019

411328

Colors

CLRYL
CLRBL
BKBK

176

200

210

no

no

174

189

Code 411192

Code 411194

Code 411187

Code 411192

Code 411194

Code 411186

from -1 to -7

from +1.5 to +3

Mask

RYLCL
RBLCL
BKBK

185

from -1 to -7

from +1.5 to +3

from -1 to -7

from +1.5 to +3

Kona
Regular

Mid

411252

411253

RYLCL
RBLCL
TBKBK

RYLCL
RBLCL
BKBK

YLCL
BLCL
BKBK

YLCL
BLCL
TQCL

184

190

192

157

LIQUIDSKIN
SUNRISE
TRI-COMFORT
MID SIZE
OPTICAL LENSES
Weight (g)

Code 411182
Optical Lens (optionals)

no

no

from -1 to -7

no

no

no
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EOS 10R

EOS 3

code: 415667

code: 415666

1.100 Lumen / 12.500 Lux

burn-time: approx. 2h 30’ at max light intensity

300 Lumen / 7.000 Lux

burn-time: over 5 hours

Uncompromising performance

The beginning of a new era

■■ High-Power mono LED

■■ High-Power 3W mono LED

■■ In-housing battery charging

■■ Consistent light intensity

■■ ONE HAND OPERATION

■■ Long burn time

The anatomical tubular handle, combined with the perfect balance, gives easy
handling underwater. The magnetic switch ring ensures maximum reliability.
The real technological core of EOS 10 is the electronic voltage supply control
of the LED that ensures a consistent light for the entire rated burn time, which
is more than 150 minutes. Innovative mono LED, combined with a scientifically
engineered reflector, assures perfect light intensity. Nickel-metalhydrate
battery pack can be charged hundreds of times without memory effect.

It provides an incredible light output of 7.000 lux. Electronic voltage supply
control of the LED ensures a consistent light for 5 hours with 8 standard
AA batteries. Anti-shock rubber protection on the anodized aluminium head
and a tubular ergonomic handle with a magnetic sliding switch; the latter
features ON and OFF positions with a mechanical safety catch.

EOS 5

EOS 2c

code: 415669

code: 415668

620 Lumen / 13.000 Lux

burn-time: approx. 14/16 hours

240 Lumen / 17.000 Lux

burn-time: approx. 5/6 hours

Compact and bright

Small and light

■■ High-Power mono LED

■■ mono LED

■■ Anodized Aluminium HOUSING

■■ Aluminium barrel

■■ Head Rotational switch

■■ Lightweight

The Eos 5 pairs a compact size with a high-intensity LED capable of delivering
long burntimes. It’s perfect as a main torch on recreational dives or as a backup
torch on more demanding dives. Sturdy body in corrosion-proof aluminium.
Rotating mechanical switch, powered by 3 type-C alkaline batteries that users
can replace. Screw closure and watertight seal ensured by O-rings. Length 20
cm. Maximum operating depth: 120m

Eos 2C, is a lightweight and compact torch able to deliver high-intensity
light. The sturdy aluminium body is corrosion-resistant and able to
withstand intense use. The LED produces an extremely intense light beam
and lasts approximately 100,000 hours. Screw closure and watertight seal
ensured by O-rings. Powered by 3 type AAA alkaline batteries that can be
replaced by the user.
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LIGHTS
marker beam

Strobe beam

code: 415711

code: 415710

Marker flashing light stick with safety leash with stop and flash function.
LR 44 batteries.

Compact 2-in-1 strobe and LED torch unit.
Super-efficient LED back-up torch. 24 hours of lighting power.
3 AA batteries.

KNIVES
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FORCE

FORCE nano

code: 415626

code: 415627

Standard-size knife can be easily fastened to Mares BCD’s, bags, and hoses.
The soft, ergonomic grip offers a secure hold and makes it easy to use. The
100 mm stainless steel blade comes with a built-in line cutter. A special PVD
treatment prevents the surface of the blade from oxidizing. Its special shape
makes the release system easy to use, even when wearing gloves.

This compact knife is ideal for any situation. A series of standard accessories
makes it easy to fasten the knife to Mares BCDs, bags, and hoses. The grip
features soft overmolding for a secure hold. The 65mm stainless steel blade
with built-in line cutter is covered in a special PVD treatment that prevents
the blade surface from oxidizing.

FORCE BAT TITANIUM

FORCE snap

code: 415624

code: 415623

This knife, made in beta titanium, offers hardness, abrasion and corrosion
resistance. It has superior cutting sharpness in its custom-ground blade
with a special serrated edge. Lightweight and safe thanks to the foldable
system, it can easily be opened with one hand. With carabiner.

Functional butterfly-type knife with serrated edge and safety button.
Stainless steel blade with bottle opener and line hook included.

Cruise Backpack Pro
code: 415541

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

47×32×81 cm / 18.5×12.5×32 in.

5 Kg / 11 lb

128 L / 7811 cu.in.

Perfect for travelers, the utmost attention to detail
■■ Great maneuverability and stability
■■ Telescoping handle
■■ Incorporated pockets
The flagship of the Cruise Mares collection has gotten a makeover. The compact
and modern new design and the materials used make this bag extremely versatile
and lightweight. Its key features are the large, sturdy wheels, telescoping
handle, incorporated front pockets, padded shoulder straps, adjustable external
compression straps, and integrated side fin pockets with a water drainage
system. Beauty case with internal mirror standard.

Cruise Roller
code: 415542
Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

47×32×81 cm / 18.5×12.5×32 in.

3 Kg / 6.6 lb

128 L / 7811 cu.in.

Folding backpack with wheels
■■ Easy to fold and stow
■■ Ultralight buckles
■■ Large, sturdy wheels
Now this backpack is truly “cool”. Super light and very roomy, the folding system
is its key feature. It takes less than a minute to easily fold it, turning it into a
small size carrying case. It has two integrated side pockets for storing your fins,
and adjustable compression straps on the outside. Front pockets and handles
for transport.
Product folded

Cruise BACKPACK DRY
code: 415540

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

42×33×79 cm / 16.5×13×31 in.

1.1 Kg / 2.4 lb

108 L / 6590 cu.in.

Travel light
■■ Ultra lightweight
■■ Completely watertight
■■ Large internal volume
Extremely lightweight bag, less than 1.5 kg! Simple, but brimming with
innovative functions designed to improve dive travel. The watertight heat sealing,
removable padded shoulder straps, waterproof zipper, ultralight buckles and
minimalist design make this bag a must for the adventures of traveling divers.
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Cruise X-strap
code: 415543

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

76×31×33 cm / 30×12×12.9 in.

0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb

137.6 l / 8396.86 cu.in.

Designed to carry your equipment
■■ Folds easily
■■ Ideal for stowing long-blade fins
■■ Ultralight buckles
The perfect size for a quick trip or a full day of diving. Two large integrated
pockets on the side, front pocket for stowing fins, and auto-blocking zip. The
Mares X-Strap, thanks to the placement of the quick release buckles, makes
it possible to quickly convert the carrying handles into shoulder straps for the
backpack and an over-the-shoulder strap for the bag.

Cruise Classic
code: 415559

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

82.5x30.6x35.5 cm / 32.5x11.75x14 in.

1.85 Kg / 4.08 lb

87.9 L / 5363.92 cu.in.

Classic, but far from common
■■ The ideal bag for every use
■■ External fin pocket with adjustable buckle
■■ Handle and shoulder straps for easy transport
Sturdy and lightweight, it’s ideal for convenient storage of all the diving equipment
you’ll need for a full day of diving. The external fin pocket has adjustable buckles
to hold the fins securely. The bag comes with a zippered sundries pocket that
can carry personal items and your most delicate instruments.

DRy BAGS
75 l

code: 415530

25 l

code: 415531

10 l

code: 415532

5l

code: 415533

For your rugged adventures
■■ REINFORCED PVC
■■ QUICK CLOSURE
■■ HEAT-SEALED STITCHING
Fully waterproof sacks, ideal for keeping your clothing and equipment dry. In
addition, it is excellent for water sports and outdoor activities such as hiking,
fishing, hunting, rafting, boating and kayaking and is available in four different sizes.
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Cruise quick pack
code: 415598

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

76×31×33 cm / 30×12×12.9 in.

0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb

137.6 l / 8396.86 cu.in.

The foldable bag
■■ Water- repellent coating
■■ Internal pocket
■■ Foldable
This large and lightweight bag can hold anything. A simple bag and a great
organizer. Water repellent, includes a mesh cover with drawstring closure. Wide
internal pocket to store your personal items. It can be folded into itself, turning into
a small bag with handle. Ideal choice for intensive rental use in the Diving Centers.

CRUISE BACKPACK MESH DELUXE
code: 415596
Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

The sturdy mesh backpack
■■ Adjustable shoulder and sternal straps
■■ Lateral zipper for Easy Access
■■ PVC mesh net
Adjustable shoulder and sternal straps for a better fit when used as backpack.
Two rubber handles allow you to easily and comfortably carry it when used as bag.
The special design protects you from wet equipment. A lateral and sturdy zipper
ensures easy access to your equipment at all times, even when the bag is completely
overloaded. Wide internal and external pockets to store equipment and more.

CRUISE BACKPACK MESH ELITE
code: 415597

The foldable backpack
■■ Lightweight
■■ Adjustable shoulder straps
■■ Internal pocket
The light weight mesh backpack. Integrated soft handle, with an embroidered
Mares logo, for easy carrying. Adjustable shoulder straps ensure a better fit.
Internal pocket to store your personal items. It can be folded into itself, turning
into a small bag with a handle.
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CRUISE COLLECTION
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Cruise REG

Cruise FREEDIVE

Cruise DIVER

code: 415546

code: 415580

code: 415590

Ample bag with shoulder strap and handle for
arranging and protecting your regulator and
accessories. It features a small additional case
for stowing dive computers.

A unique and functional bag with the necessary
space to store mask, fins and snorkel, it is the
ideal buddy for a snorkeling or apnea trip. Its
length accommodates even the longest apnea
blades.

Carefully thought out, its pockets are designed
to properly store your dive computer, interfaces
and more. Equipped with pockets that allow you
to easily store and even use your mobile phone,
Mp3 player and other electronic devices. Inside
you will also find a key holder and a card holder
for diver certification cards and credit cards.
Adjustable shoulder strap.

Cruise MESH

MESH BAG

code: 415576

code: 415515

Full mesh, this bag is the ideal bag to store
your equipment after either scuba diving or
freediving. It is long enough to store even the
longest fins on the market. It can be folded up
in seconds, becoming a small round bag with a
handle no bigger than a small pizza.

The intelligent bag for transporting and rinsing
your equipment, kept in a practical and compact
sack. Ideal for snorkeling equipment.

Cruise SAFETY

Cruise ADD-ON

Cruise PEARL

code: 415587

code: 415588

code: 415584

With velcro closure, reflective piping, special
rear fastening system and side hook, it is easy
to hook it to a belt and to equipment. Equipped
with 10 meters of line, diver marker buoy, and
a 300g-2/3lbs lead weight, makes reeling out
line fast and easy. The bag is complete with a
reflective mirror.

With velcro closure, reflective piping, special rear
fastening system, side hook, it is easy to hook to
equipment. Includes an inner pocket that can be
used for additional weight, and an expandable
mesh zippered pocket for sundry items.

The Cruise Pearl is a small bag designed to store
and protect your mask. It is easy to close with a
velcro strap, which can attach to your belt.

CRUISE OFFICE
code: 415544

Cruise Captain

recommended retail price: XXX €

code: 415558

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

The office bag for divers
■■ Protection system for your laptop
■■ Ample Multi-use Pocket
■■ Soft grip
Unique, modern design for an ultralight Mares office bag. Ideal for traveling
and daily use, its sturdy construction was designed to provide the best
protection for your working tools, like a laptop or your most important
documents. The Cruise Office contains numerous distinct compartments so
you can organize contents properly. Removable shoulder strap and soft “AirMesh” grip to make it comfortable to carry.

Cruise JOURNEY
code: 415545
Dimension (LxWxH)

Unit Net Weight

Volume

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm / 16x16x28 in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

The ideal wheeled bag for divers who travel
■■ The ideal size to carry on board
■■ Telescopic handle
■■ Extremely lightweight
Telescoping handle and sturdy wheels make it very convenient for travel.
Thanks to its compact size it can be used as carry-on baggage. The
expandable pocket with zipper and side buckles offers plenty of room to
conveniently stow diving equipment.

Handy and convenient
■■ Camera compartment
■■ Zippered rear laptop pocket
■■ Adjustable Padded Shoulder Straps
Versatile backpack with internal padding. Rear pocket with zip for carrying
your laptop, and also featuring a compartment for your camera. External
elastic for storing your towel, a dedicated pocket for your cell phone, and
room for everything you need.
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Technical Specifications

Cruise Backpack PRO

Bag

Code
Dimension (LxWxH)
Unit Net Weight
Volume

Cruise Roller

Cruise Backpack DRY

Cruise X- strap

Cruise Classic

Cruise Quick Pack

Cruise Reg

415541

415542

415540

415543

415559

415598

415546

47×32×81 cm
18.5×12.5×32 in.

47×32×81 cm
18.5×12.5×32 in.

42×33×79 cm
16.5×13×31 in.

76×31×33 cm
30×12×12.9 in.

82.5×30×35.5 cm
32.5×11.75×14 in.

84.5×44×37 cm
33.3×17.3×14.6 in.

26×10×36 cm
10.25×4×14 in.

5 Kg / 11 lb

3 Kg / 6.6 lb

1.1 Kg / 2.4 lb

1.2 Kg / 2.46 lb

1.85 Kg / 4.08 lb

0.82 Kg / 1.81 lb

0.25 Kg / 0.55 lb

128 L / 7811 cu.in.

128 L / 7811 cu.in.

108 L / 6590 cu.in.

76,5 l / 4637.52 cu.in.

87.9 l / 5363.92 cu.in.

137.6 l / 8396.86 cu.in.

9.4 l / 390.55 cu.in.

Cruise Mesh Deluxe

Cruise Mesh Elite

Cruise Captain

Cruise Office

Cruise Journey

Cruise Mesh

Cruise Freedive

A.T.O. AIR TRAVEL OPTIMIZED
HEAVY DUTY WHEELS
HARD BOTTOM
BACKPACK SYSTEM
FOLDABLE SYSTEM

Bag

Code
Dimension (LxWxH)
Unit Net Weight
Volume
A.T.O. AIR TRAVEL OPTIMIZED
HEAVY DUTY WHEELS
HARD BOTTOM
BACKPACK SYSTEM
FOLDABLE SYSTEM
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415596

415597

415558

415544

415545

415576

415580

40.6x40.6x71.2 cm
16x16x28 in.

38.7x38.7x77.5 cm
15.2x15.2x30.5 in.

55×35×25 cm
21.75×13.75×9.75 in.

42×11×33 cm
16.5×4.37×13 in.

42×23×48 cm
16.5×9×19 in.

95.3×38.1×38.1 cm
37.5×15×15 in.

25×20×95 cm
10×8×37 in.

1.3 Kg / 2.8 lb

0.57 Kg / 1.25 lb

3.17 Kg / 6.98 lb

1.5 Kg / 3.3 lb

1.3 Kg / 2.86 lb

0.67 Kg / 1.48 lb

0.77 Kg / 1.70 lb

112 L / 6834.65 cu.in.

110 L / 6712.61 cu.in.

48 L / 2929.08 cu.in.

16.5 L / 976.32 cu.in.

46 L / 2807.09 cu.in.

108.53 L / 6622.91 cu.in.

47.5 L / 2998.63 cu.in.

AFTER DIVE GEAR

Technical garments
for your stylish and comfortable everyday sea life
■■ High-tech apparel

Since 1949 Mares has been providing divers with reliable high-performance
equipment to tackle the harshest underwater conditions.
By combining our High-tech knowledge with an exclusive Italian design, we
offer you very functional and comfortable garments tailored to your daily
adventures above the sea as well.

■■ Exceptional durability
■■ Fashionable Italian design

Product
Code
Sizes
Characteristics

Jacket Unisex

Hooded Sweater Man

Hooded Sweater Lady

Polo Man

Polo Lady

T-shirt Man

T-shirt Lady

449120

449121

449122

449123

449124

449118

449119

XS ∤ S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL

M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

M ∤ L ∤ XL ∤ XXL

S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

Waterproof / Refolding hood

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton

100% cotton
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accessories
TANKS

Code

10 liters

12 liters

15 liters

415061

415062

415063

Operating pressure

232 bar

Material

heat-treated steel

Internal coating

phosphate coating and
anti-corrosion treatment

Black external coating

soft touch polyurethane coating

Valves

double connection

Weight

10kg

15kg

18kg

10l

12l

15l

Single piece construction in steel alloy with chrome molybdenum 3CrMo4 (DIN 17200).

REGULATOR ACCESSORIES
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MR22 DIN CONNECTOR

MR52-R2S DIN CONNECTOR

MR12S DIN CONNECTOR

DIN/YOKE ADAPTOR

code: 416810

code: 416809

code: 230 bar 415587/ 300 bar 416804

code: 415861

Din Connector 300 bar for MR22
first stage with conical filter
inside.

Din Connector 300 bar for MR52
and R2S first stages with conical
filter.

Din Connector for MR12S first
stage.

DIN to INT first stage adapter with
yoke.

MR22-MR12S CWD DRY KIT

MR52 CWD DRY KIT

MR22-MR12S CWD OIL KIT

SWIVEL

code: 416855

code: 416857

code: 416851

code: 416862

Isolates all moving parts of the
first stage from direct contact
with cold water without the need
of silicone.

Finned CWD Dry kit for superior
performance in cold water.

Isolates all moving parts of the
first stage from direct contact with
extreme cold water.

Swivel for second stage regulator.

LiquidSkin MOUTHPIECE
code: 415352 (dispenser desk, 12pcs mix colour)
code: 415351 (6pcs unicolors)

BK/RD

BK/WH

Unique technology for a unique mouthpiece

CL/BL

The LiquidSkin mouthpiece incorporates two different hardnesses of silicone
molded into one mouthpiece. Different thicknesses of bites and perfect positioning
of hollow semispheres to ensure incredible comfort and fit for extremely low jaw
fatigue without gum irritation, even during very long dives. Lateral “channels”
give the flexibility for a better fit into the particular morphology of the mouth.
The spheres at the top and bottom stimulate the lips, relaxing them into the ideal
position. LiquidSkin mouthpiece fits on all Mares regulators.

■■ Bi-Silicone exclusive technology
■■ Highly adaptable, maximum comfort
■■ Extremely low jaw fatigue

JAX

JAX-S

code: 415336 (12 pcs mix) /415338 (24 pcs mix) /415347 (12 pcs unicolors)

code: 415354

CL

BK

PK

GN

CL/YL

BL

YL

IYL

WH

Thanks to a new technology created in the dental sector, it is now possible to have a custom fit
mouthpiece. Simply immerse Jax in boiling water for a few seconds, then bite down for a personalized
mouthpiece. Welcome to more comfortable and relaxing dives! Jax can be fitted on all Mares regulators.

REGULAR MOUTHPIECE KIT

SMALL MOUTHPIECE KIT

code: 415335

code: 415111

The famous JAX mouthpiece is now available in a
Small version to satisfy every requirement.
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INSTRUMENTS ACCESSORIES
DRAK USB INTERFACE

IRIS USB INTERFACE

code: 414308

code: 414307

Our ultra-compact USB interface with its illuminated information provides
immediate indications about the status of the interface. Transferring data
to a PC allows divers to view and manage their dive data and supplement
it with additional information for a complete logbook. Currently for Nemo
Wide, Nemo Air and Puck computer line.

The IRIS (Infra-Red Interface System) allows you to transfer data and dive
logs to your PC via USB connection.
For Nemo Excel, Nemo, M2 RGBM, MC2 RGBM, M1, M1 RGBM, Airlab,
Darwin and Darwin Air only.

BCD’s/ SUITS ACCESSORIES
MULTIPURPOSE HANGER

DRYSUIT HANGER

FLEXIBLE FOAM HANGER

SNORKELING VEST

code: 415712

code: 415713

code: 415714

code: 417750

Can hold up to 10 different items
at once.

Ideal hanging solution for drysuit.
Swiveling hook allows the suit to
turn freely.

The most gentle and flexible
hanger for diving suits.

Secure and comfortable surface
flotation. One size fits all.
Adjustable abdominal strap and
quick-release buckle. Simple oral
inflation easily accessible.

soft weight belt

WEIGHT BELT

STAINLESS STEEL BELT

MRS plus KIT

code: 415130

code: 415122

code: 415123

code: 417954 Large pair

sizes: S ∤ M ∤ L ∤ XL

Ample pockets to hold plenty of
weights; stainless steel buckle.

code: 417955 Small pair

Weight belt with quick-release
buckle in plastic.

Weight belt with quick-release
buckle in stainless steel.

Zippered pocket. Velcro interior for
division into multiple sections.
Weight capacity:
Large: 6kg/13lbs.
Small: 4kg/9lbs.
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COMFORT POUCH

CROTCH STRAP

GLUE FOR NEOPRENE

TIZIP LUBRICANT STICK

code: 412900

code: 415744

code: 415108

code: 415728

Handy accessory pouch made of
a special strong and abrasionresistant neoprene.

Strap usable with backmounted
BCDs for ultimate stability.

Ideal for urgent and quick repairs.
Manufactured in accordance with
the latest regulations. 20 ml.

Essential to keep your TIZIP
zipper lubricated.

Trim weight

Lanyard STAINLESS
spiral wITH ring

STANDARD RETRACTOR

Lanyard Male/Female

code: 47201060

code: 415732

code: 415715

code: 415716

HOSE RETAINER

Lanyard spiral
wITH ring

CONSOLE HOLDER
WITH VELCRO

Lanyard OPEN LOOP

code: 415157

code: 415717

code: 415718

code: 415722

FINS ACCESSORIES
BUNGEE STRAP
code: 415353

ABS PLUS BUCKLES

FIN STRAP

Mares power lock

code: 415337

code: 415120

code: 415175

sizes: XS/S ∤ R ∤ L

sizes: S ∤ M ∤ L

Pat pending

Created as a smart alternative to
the steel spring straps, this novel
item relegates adjusting a fin strap
to the past. With the new Mares
bungee strap donning and doffing
a fin is a breeze, and the comfort
during the dive is guaranteed by
the new ergonomic heel cover.

The most user-friendly buckle
system on the market. It can be
mounted on any Mares open heel fin.

Universal strap for open
heel fins.

Helps prevent fin sores, and
helps secure when using
oversized fins. They are designed
to fit over a pair of full- foot fins
and hold them firmly.
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MASK ACCESSORIES
MASK STRAP

MASK STRAP

STRAP COVER

code: 41200485 White

code: 415105 Clear

code: 412901 Trilastic

code: 41200484 Black

code: 415106 Black

code: 412902 She Dives

ANTIFOG
code: 415101

Prevents the mask lenses
from
fogging.
Manufactured
in accordance with the latest
regulations. 60ml.

VARIOUS ACCESSORIES
diving box

DRY box

personal dry box

air nozzle

code: 415516

code: 415723

code: 415727

code: 41724

sizes: 81×42×38cm

sizes: 23×18×11cm

BRASS air nozzle
code: 41725

Ideal to store, protect, and
transport your equipment before
and after diving.

Perfect to protect your items from
water splash.

Compact dry box with lanyard,
perfect for small valuables.

Magnetic Shaker

UNDERWATER SLATE

DIVER TOOL KIT

code: 415172

code: 415719

code: 415726

Optimize your tank, quick connect
and disconnect to your LP hose.
High power air gun to clean, dry,
or as an inflator.

SILICONE GREASE
code: 415102

A special magnetic system makes
it the ideal tool for getting heard
only when you need to.
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Ideal for maintenance. 20ml.

BUOYS
diver’s alert marker

Standard inflatable

COMPACT

Safety Stop marker

code: 415743

code: 415707

code: 415742

code: 415708

High-visibility orange panels and
reflective strip. Automatic seal
system and a special system that
also lets you inflate it with a BC hose.

The ideal diving maker buoy that
will not get lost.

A mesh nylon sack equipped with
a fastening carabiner contains the
marker buoy, line and a weight
with a special shape to easily wind
up the line.

The safety buoy that keeps you
under control.

STANDARD marker

TORPEDO

COMPACT REEL

code: 415709

code: 415721

code: 415349

The professional “Diver below”
marker buoy.

The ideal towing buoy.

Foldaway handle and grip.
30 meters of line. With carabiner.
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PICTURE
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SIZE CHART
JACKETS
HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CHEST (CM)

HIPS (CM)

XXS

<165

<55

<95

67-90

XS

<165

<55

<95

70-94

S

160-175

50-70

85-105

70-94

M

165-180

60-80

95-115

85-112

L

170-185

70-90

105-120

96-112

XL

>180

>80

>110

108-136

JACKETS HYBRID

JACKETS HYBRID SHE DIVES

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CHEST (CM)

HIPS (CM)

HEIGHT (CM)

WEIGHT (KG)

CHEST (CM)

XS/S

<165

<55

<95

70-94

XXS/XS

<165

<55

<95

67-94

M/L

165-185

60-90

95-120

85-121

S/M

160-180

50-80

85-115

70-112

XL

>180

>80

>110

108-136

L

170-185

70-90

105-120

96-121

WETSUIT MEN

WETSUIT SHE DIVES

WETSUITS ≥ 5 mm

WETSUITS ≥ 5 mm

IT

EU

2

S

3

M

HIPS (CM)

HEIGHT [cm]

CHEST [cm]

WAIST [cm]

HIPS [cm]

TOLERANCE

IT

EU

USA

HEIGHT

CHEST

WAIST

HIPS

175 / 5’9”

93 / 37”

73 / 29”

91 / 36”

± 3cm / ±1”

1

XS

4

164/ 5’5”

77,5 / 31”

67 / 26”

84 / 33”

± 3cm / ±1”

S

178 / 5’10”

97,5 / 38”

77,5 / 31”

95,5 / 38”

± 3cm / ±1”

2

S

6

167 / 5’6”

81,5 / 32”

71 / 28”

88 / 35”

± 3cm / ±1”

USA

TOLERANCE

4

L

M

181 / 5’11”

101,5 / 40”

81,5 / 32”

99,5 / 39”

± 3cm / ±1”

3

M

8

170 / 5’7”

85,5 / 34”

75 / 30”

92 / 36”

± 3cm / ±1”

5

XL

L

184 / 6’

105,5 / 42”

86 / 34”

104 / 41”

± 3cm / ±1”

4

L

10

173 / 5’8”

89,5 / 35”

79 / 31”

96 / 38”

± 3cm / ±1”
± 3cm / ±1”

6

XXL

XL

187 / 6’2”

110 / 43”

90 / 35”

108 / 43”

± 3cm / ±1”

5

XL

12

176 / 5’9”

93,5 / 37”

83 / 33”

100 / 39”

7

3XL

XXL

190 / 6’3”

114 / 45”

94 / 37”

112 / 44”

± 3cm / ±1”

6

XXL

14

179 / 5’10”

97,5 / 38”

87 / 34”

104 / 41”

± 3cm / ±1”

8

4XL

XXXL

193 / 6’4”

118 / 46”

98 / 39”

116 / 46”

± 3cm / ±1”

7

3XL

16

182 / 6’

101,5 / 40”

91 / 36”

108 / 43”

± 3cm / ±1”

HEIGHT [cm]

CHEST [cm]

WAIST [cm]

HIPS [cm]

TOLERANCE

IT

EU

USA

HEIGHT

CHEST

WAIST

HIPS

TOLERANCE

176 / 5’9”

92 / 36”

71,5 / 28”

91 / 36”

± 3cm / ±1”

1

XS

4

163,5 / 5’4”

75 / 30”

66 / 26”

82,5 / 32”

± 3cm / ±1”

179 / 5’10”

96,5 / 38”

75,5 / 30”

95 / 37”

± 3cm / ±1”

2

S

6

166,5 / 5’6”

79 / 31”

70 / 28”

86,5 / 34”

± 3cm / ±1”

WETSUITS ≤ 3 mm
USA

WETSUITS ≤ 3 mm

IT

EU

2

S

3

M

S

4

L

M

182/6’

100,5 / 40”

80 / 32”

99,5 / 39”

± 3cm / ±1”

3

M

8

169,5 / 5’7”

83 / 33”

74 / 29”

90,5 / 36”

± 3cm / ±1”

5

XL

L

185/6’1”

105 / 41”

84 / 33”

103,5 / 41”

± 3cm / ±1”

4

L

10

172,5 / 5’8”

87 / 34”

78 / 31”

94,5 / 37”

± 3cm / ±1”

6

XXL

XL

188 / 6’2”

109 / 43”

88,5 / 35”

108 / 43”

± 3cm / ±1”

5

XL

12

175,5 / 5’9”

91 / 36”

82 / 32”

98,5 / 39”

± 3cm / ±1”

7

3XL

XXL

191 / 6’3”

113,5 / 45”

92,5 / 36”

112 / 44”

± 3cm / ±1”

6

XXL

14

178,5 / 5’10”

95 / 37”

86 / 34”

102,5 / 40”

± 3cm / ±1”

8

4XL

XXXL

194 / 6’4”

117,5 / 46”

97 / 38”

116 / 46”

± 3cm / ±1”

7

3XL

16

181,5 / 5’11”

99 / 39”

90 / 35”

106,5 / 42”

± 3cm / ±1”

THERMO GUARD SHORTY UNISEX
IT

EU

CHEST (CM)

WAIST (CM)

HIPS (CM)

TOLERANCE

-3

8A

56

52

66

± 2 cm

-2

10 A

61

56

75

± 2 cm

-1

12 A

67

60

79

± 2 cm

0

14 A

73

65

87

± 2 cm

1

XS

86

65

85

± 2 cm

2

S

90

70

89

± 2 cm

3

M

94

74

94

± 2 cm

4

L

99

78

98

± 2 cm

5

XL

103

82

102

± 2 cm

6

XXL

107

86

106

± 2 cm

7

3XL

111

91

111

± 2 cm
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SIZE CHART
DRY SUIT TECH FIT
XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

size

160

163

167

165

168

172

170

173

177

175

178

182

180

183

187

182,5

185,5

189,5

neck to ankles

138,5

141,5

144,5

143,5

146,5

149,5

151,5

154,5

157,5

156

159

162

161,5

164,5

167,5

164

167

170

crotch to ankles

70,5

72,5

74,5

73,5

75,5

77,5

76,5

78,5

80,5

78,5

80,5

82,5

81,5

83,5

85,5

81,5

83,5

85,5
85,5

neck to crotch

67

69

71

69

71

73

74

76

78

76,5

78,5

80,5

79

81

83

81,5

83,5

neck

33

34

35

35

36

37

39

40

41

41

42

43

43

44

45

44

45

46

chest

82,5

86,5

91,5

86

90

95

96

100

105

102,5

106,5

111,5

110,5

114,5

119,5

117,5

121,5

126,5

waist

77,5

81,5

87,5

82,5

86,5

92,5

90

94

100

96,5

100,5

106,5

105,5

109,5

115,5

111,5

115,5

121,5

hips

84

88

94

85

89

95

87,5

91,5

97,5

95

99

105

102,5

106,5

112,5

110,5

114,5

120,5

thigh circumference

47

49

52

48

50

53

49,5

51,5

54,5

53,5

55,5

58,5

58

60

63

63

65

68

circumference above knee

31

33

36

32

34

37

33

35

38

35,5

37,5

40,5

38,5

40,5

43,5

42

44

47

ankle circumference

18

19

21

19

20

22

21

22

24

22

23

25

23

24

26

25

26

28

spine to wrist

66,5

68,5

70,5

69

71

73

71,5

73,5

75,5

74,5

76,5

78,5

76,5

78,5

80,5

79,5

81,5

83,5

upper arm circumference

14,5

15

15,5

15,5

16

16,5

16,5

17

17,5

17,5

18

18,5

18,5

19

19,5

19,5

20

20,5

shoe size (JAPAN)

24
24

25
24

28
27

29
29

30
30

30

shoe size (EU)

23,5

24,5

23,5

24,5

26,5

27,5

28,5

29,5

29,5

30,5

29,5

Latex wrist size range

14,5

22

15

22

16

22

17

22

18

22

19

30

30,5
22

Latex neck size range

34

45

35

45

39

45

41

45

43

45

43

45

DRY SUIT PRO FIT
XS

M

L

XL

XXL

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

Max

Min

Avg

size

165

168

172

170

173

177

175

178

182

180

183

187

185

188

192

190

193

197

neck to ankles

135

138

141

140

143

146

145

148

151

150

153

156

155

158

161

160

163

166

Max

81,5

crotch to ankles

68

70

72

70

72

74

72

74

76

73,5

75,5

77,5

75,5

77,5

79,5

77,5

79,5

neck to crotch

60

62

64

63,5

65,5

67,5

66

68

70

69

71

73

72

74

76

75

77

79

neck

35

36

37

37

38

39

38

39

40

39

40

41

40

41

42

42

43

44

chest

88

92

97

94

98

103

96

100

105

100

104

109

104

108

113

112

116

121

waist

74

78

84

80

84

90

82

86

92

88

92

98

92

96

102

98

102

108

hips

90

94

100

92

96

102

96

100

106

100

104

110

104

108

114

112

116

122

thigh circumference

51,5

53,5

56,5

53

55

58

54,5

56,5

59,5

56,5

58,5

61,5

58,5

60,5

63,5

61,5

63,5

66,5
43,5

circumference above knee

33,5

35,5

38,5

34,5

36,5

39,5

35,5

37,5

40,5

36,5

38,5

41,5

37,5

39,5

42,5

38,5

40,5

calf circumference

33

35

38

34

36

39

35

37

40

36

38

41

37

39

42

38

40

43

ankle circumference

21

22

24

22

23

25

22,5

23,5

25,5

23

24

26

23,5

24,5

26,5

24

25

27
92,5

spine to wrist

73

75

77

76,5

78,5

80,5

79

81

83

82

84

86

85

87

89

88,5

90,5

upper arm circumference

26

29

32

28

31

34

30

33

36

31

34

37

32

35

38

34

37

40

lower arm circumference

23

26

29

25

28

31

26

29

32

28

31

34

30

33

36

32

35

38

wrist

15,5

16

16,5

16,5

17

17,5

17

17,5

18

18

18,5

19

19

19,5

20

20

20,5

21

shoe size (JAPAN)
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S

Min

24
24

25
25

28
26

29
27

30
29

30

shoe size (EU)

23,5

24,5

24,5

25,5

25,5

26,5

26,5

27,5

28,5

29,5

29,5

Latex wrist size range

15

22

17

22

17

22

18

22

19

22

19

30

30,5
22

Latex neck size range

35

45

37

45

37

45

39

45

39

45

41

45

SEMINARS 2013
Philosophy
A symbol of quality and safety
Starting with the development of our products, we always make „highest
quality and perfect safety“ our first priority. As a manufacturer with a rich
tradition, we have been pursuing these principles with great success since
our company was founded in Rapallo, Italy, back in 1949 through a number of
revolutionary innovations.

Through our training concept, we want to pass on our many years of experience
in development, manufacturing, and maintenance to our distribution
partners. When the customer receives expert advice and competent service
from the specialty retailer trust will be built and thus an important basis for
close collaboration will be established.

Traditionally, we‘ve been relying on modern technologies and innovations to
continue combining quality and safety in the sport of diving.

Lay the foundation, step into the future with us.

Expertise and qualification
Continuous education and training have become an integral part of our
economy in all areas. Though product improvements through ongoing
research provide the basis, only comprehensive and profound knowledge
of the functionality and technical features lead to optimal results when it
comes to the sale of high-tech products. Product liability and the European
Commission‘s resolution regarding the extension of guarantees are additional
topics not only suppliers but also specialty retailers are increasingly faced
with. Particularly in consultation-intensive industries such as the sport
of diving, seminars offered by the manufacturers should be regarded as
essential tools for a successful collaboration.

from our products. But in order to ensure a product‘s long-term quality and
performance as well, it is essential that the specialty retailers learn about the
manufacturer-specific differences. The correct procedures and particulars
that must be taken into account during revisions of regulators, for example,
can only be adequately conveyed by the manufacturer of the respective
product.
All seminars take place in the pleasant atmospheres using various facilities
around the country.
The training courses are supported by cutting-edge presentation equipment.
Exhibits that were specially prepared for training purposes help to understand
the technical details. By scheduling a large number of seminars throughout
the UK we allow you to optimally plan your participation in a timely manner.

Through the Mares training concept we ensure that we maintain our high
quality standards not only we but first and foremost our customers expect

THE CONCEPT
Through the Mares training concept we pass our knowledge on to you. It is divided into three seminars that build on each other:

Update

Pro

basic

BASIC Seminar

Pro Seminar

Update Seminar

During the on-line Basic Seminar, comprehensive
knowledge necessary to understand the structure
and functionality of the equipment, in particular
the regulators, is conveyed. The Basic Seminar is
the requirement for participating in an advanced
Pro Seminar.

The Pro Seminar builds on the fundamentals
covered in the Basic Seminar and enables the
participants to solve individual problems through
practical exercises. By participating successfully
in this two-day seminar the specialty retailer will
obtain the status of an “Authorized Mares service
partner” and thus the authorization to service
Mares regulators and BCD‘s.

Update Seminars are one day only and focus
mainly on technical innovations within our line
of products. They also afford an opportunity to
discuss market and product relevant topics with
our sales promoter and product manager.
By participating in this seminar on a biannual
basis the service partner will always remain up
to date, retain the status of “Authorized Mares
service partner” and thus the right to service
Mares regulators and BCD‘s.
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BASIC SEMINAR
Introduction
This seminar covers the fundamentals necessary to understand the structure
and functionality of the equipment, in particular the regulators. These fundamentals include physical contexts and material science, though the relevant
standards and legal guidelines play an important role as well. In the course of
a product information session, all technical particularities of the Mares product
line are discussed in detail. During a workshop, each participant has the opportunity to study the structure and functionality of regulators handson. Among
other things, the Nitrox capability of the Mares equipment is discussed. Legal
aspects of the liability and guarantee provisions are covered in great detail.

Subject Matter
Standards, patents, material science, physical fundamentals, technical fundamentals, regulator workshop, complaint processing, product information,
Nitrox capability, liability and guarantee provisions.
• Prior knowledge: none
Number of Participants
As the Basic seminar is online there is no limit to the number of participants.
Please register for the seminar in a timely manner to ensure your participation.

Goals
• Acquire technical fundamentals
• Argue competently during the sales pitch
• Qualify for Pro Seminar
Target Audience
Mares specialty retailers whose product offerings include Mares products
and who want to take the second step of attending a Pro Seminar to qualify as
an “Authorized Mares service partner”. Sales employees who have no or very
little knowledge about Mares products as yet.

pro SEMINAR
Introduction
The Pro Seminar builds on the fundamentals covered by the Basic Seminar.
The knowledge of the structure and functionality of the Mares regulators is
deepened during the course of a comprehensive workshop. All participants
will take apart the first and second stages of the most representative Mares
regulators, put them together again and learn how to adjust them properly.
In addition, the structure and functionality of the Ergo inflator and servicing
Airtrim systems will be covered. Using prepared regulators, the participants
will independently analyze, troubleshoot, and repair defects. After the participant passes a final theoretical test and properly performs a troubleshooting
as a practical test he or she obtains the status of an “Authorized Mares service partner” and the right to service Mares regulators and BCs.
Goals
• Acquire comprehensive and profound knowhow
• Authorization as an official “Authorized Mares service partner” und thus the
right to service Mares regulators and jackets.

Subject Matter
Refreshing the fundamentals, troubleshooting, regulators workshop, Ergo inflator servicing, Airtrim servicing, documentation of revisions, legal matters,
final test (theory and practice).
• Prior knowledge: Basic Seminar (within the past 24 months)
Number of Participants
In order to best be able to convey the practical content of the seminar the PRO
Seminar is limited to a maximum of 6 participants. Please register for the
seminar in a timely manner to ensure your participation.
At least four participants are needed in order for the seminar to take place. If
a seminar is cancelled due to an insufficient number of participants the Mares
training team will notify you in a timely manner.

Target Audience
Mares specialty retailers and service technicians who attended a Basic Seminar within the past 24 months.

update SEMINAR
Introduction
The participants, “Authorized Mares service partner”, will be informed about
all innovations and changes within the Mares product line. The Update Seminar affords the opportunity to exchange experiences with our training representatives and our sales promoter and product manager.
In order to retain the service partnership status all “Authorized Mares service
partner” are obligated to attend the Update Seminar on a biannual basis. If
a “Mares service partner” fails to attend an Update Seminar within the prescribed timeframe of 24 months he will automatically lose his authorization
and needs to attend another Pro Seminar in order to regain it.
Goals
• Refresh and update the knowledge
• Extent the status as an “Authorized Mares service partner” by another two years
Target Audience
“Authorized Mares service partner” only
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Subject Matter
Complaint processing, product innovations, product changes, new products
workshop, legal guideline changes, experience exchange.
• Prior knowledge: Authorized service partnership
Number of Participants
In order to best be able to convey the content of the seminar the Update Seminar is limited to a maximum of 6 participants. Please register for the seminar
in a timely manner to ensure your participation. At least four participants are
needed in order for the seminar to take place.
If a seminar is cancelled due to an insufficient number of participants the
Mares training team will notify you in a timely manner.

registration form
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CONDITION OF CONTRACTS
1. GENERAL
(a) ‘The Goods’ means the goods the subject
of the contract or contracts to which these
conditions apply. ‘The Seller’ means HEAD
UK Ltd. ‘The Buyer’ means the person, firm or
company by whom the Goods are purchased; (b)
Unless otherwise expressly agreed in writing
by the Seller every sale by the Seller shall be
subject to these Conditions to the exclusion
of any other terms whether contained in any
earlier set of conditions issued by the Seller or
in a form of order or any other document issued
by the Buyer or the Buyer’s agents or otherwise
arising whether expressly or by implication;
(c) Commitments made by the Seller’s agents,
representatives or employees, whether verbal
or in writing, shall not constitute a binding
contractual offer or acceptance unless and
until they are confirmed formally in writing
on the Company’s headed note paper signed
by a duly authorised representative of the
Company. (d) Sales by authorised dealers to
both unauthorised dealers and unauthorised
distributors are expressly forbidden. Most
dealers have previously assumed this to be a
commitment as has Mares/Head UK Ltd.
2. DESCRIPTION OF GOODS
Except as otherwise agreed in these Conditions,
all descriptive matter, samples, specifications,
catalogues and advertising matter are published
or issued for the sole purpose of giving
approximate idea of the Goods described therein
and no information contained in any of them or
in any other document whatever shall form part
of the contractual description of the Goods, nor
shall they form part of the contract. The Seller
reserves the right to make without notice such
reasonable modifications in specifications,
descriptions, designs, materials or finishes as it
deems necessary or desirable. The Buyer shall
not be entitled to object to or reject the Goods
or any of them by reason of such reasonable
modifications.
3. DELIVERY
(a) Unless otherwise specifically stated orders
over £250 (exclusive of Value Added Tax) are
quoted carriage paid within the United Kingdom.
(b) The Seller shall not be liable in respect of any
loss or damage in transit unless notice in writing
is given to Head UK Ltd. within a period of seven
working days from receipt of goods. (c) Times
or dates quoted by the Seller for completion of
delivery of Goods are intended as a guide only.
Whilst every endeavour will be made to adhere
to such times or dates they shall not be the
essence of this contract. (d) The quantities of any
consignment of Goods ascertained by the Seller
upon despatch from the Seller‘s premises shall
be prima facie evidence of the quantity received
by the Buyer on delivery; (e) If for any reason the
Buyer fails to accept delivery of the Goods within
seven days of being advised by the Seller that the
Goods are ready for delivery or, if it is the Buyer’s
obligation to collect the Goods within seven days
of being advised by the Seller that the Goods
are ready for collection, the Buyer shall remain
liable to pay the price for the Goods with interest
at the times and at the rate specified in these
Conditions and without prejudice to any other
right conferred upon it in that event by these
terms or by law, the Seller shall be entitled to
store the Goods. The Buyer shall be liable to the
Seller for the reasonable cost of such storage
and shall be responsible for all loss or damage
to the Goods howsoever arising (including loss or
damage caused by the negligence of the Seller);
(f) The Seller shall have the right at any time to
cancel this Contract as regards the whole or
any part of the Goods not accepted by the Buyer
or as regards any balance which the Seller
cannot deliver by reason of the Buyer’s default
hereunder in each case without prejudice to any
claim for damages which the Seller may have.
4. FORCE MAJEURE
(a) If events beyond the Seller’s reasonable
control prevent or hinder the Seller from
delivering the Goods in accordance with the
contract, the date for delivery shall be extended
by the period of delay caused by such events;
(b) If the period of delay extends beyond a
reasonable period then either party may by
notice in writing given to the other terminate
the contract as regards any Goods undelivered
provided that if the Buyer cancels the contract
the Seller may by counternotice in writing given
within 28 days of such cancellation require
the Buyer to take and pay for at the proper
proportion of the contract price any of the Goods
purchased for the purpose of the contract or for
which there is no other market readily available
to the Seller at the contract price or a proper
thereof; (c) If the Seller shall pursuant to subclause (a) above tender to the Buyer less than
the contractual quantity of Goods or shall tender
any Goods late the Buyer shall accept and pay
for the Goods so tendered. (d) The Seller shall
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have no liability to the Buyer whatsoever in the
respect of any failure by the Seller to perform
the contact in whole or in part by reason of any
matter outside the Seller’s reasonable control.
5. PAYMENT
Prices of Goods quoted by the Seller in its
acceptance of orders are based on costs
prevailing at the time of acceptance. In the event
that any rise in costs shall occur before the
Goods are delivered or in the case of delivery
by instalments, before all such instalments are
delivered, the contract price of a proportion
thereof representing the remaining instalments
as the case may be shall be increased by such
an amount as shall fairly represent the increase
in cost to the Seller and in the event of dispute
such amount shall be determined by the Seller’s
auditors whose decision shall be conclusive and
binding on the Buyer.
6. PAYMENT
(a) Unless otherwise agreed by the Seller in
writing, payment in respect of Goods and charges
invoiced at the Quoted Price as hereinafter
defined shall be due on the invoice date and
payable by the 20th day of the month following
the month of invoice; (b) Without prejudice to
the generality of sub-clause (a) above in the
event that any discount (whether for quantity or
otherwise) shall be agreed between the Buyer
and the Seller upon the price quoted by the
Seller (and if applicable increased) pursuant to
Condition 5 hereof (such price being hereafter
called ‘the Quoted price’) the invoice rendered
by the Buyer to the Seller shall show the Quoted
Price and the agreed discount separately and
the Buyer shall not be entitled to the benefit of
the agreed discount unless payment is received
by the Seller strictly in accordance with the
provisions of sub-paragraph (a) above; (c)
Time for payment shall be of the essence; (d)
Interest shall be payable at the rate of 3% per
month and shall accrue from day to day on: (i)
all overdue payments and (ii) the price of any
Goods of which the Buyer shall have failed to
take delivery such interest continuing to accrue
until the date they are actually delivered to the
Buyer or otherwise disposed of; (e) The Buyer
shall pay the price of the Goods (including any
increased price pursuant to Clause 5 hereof) and
all charges due hereunder without any deduction
(save in respect of any discount shown upon the
invoice relating to the Goods and allowable
strictly in accordance with sub-paragraph (b)
above) whether by way of set-off counterclaim or
otherwise howsoever.
7. DAMAGE OR DEFECTS
(1) In the case of Goods manufactured or
processed by the Seller, the Seller warrants
that subject to the normal limits of industrial
quality the Goods shall at the time of delivery
be reasonably fit for the purposed of which the
Buyer has given appropriate written details to
the Seller prior to the Contract and free from
defects in workmanship and materials. If any
goods do not conform to that warranty the Seller
will at its option repair or replace the Goods. (2)
The foregoing warranty is conditional upon: (a)
the Buyer giving written notice to the Seller of
the alleged defect in the Goods such notice to
be received by the Seller within seven days of
the time when the Buyer discovers or ought to
have discovered the defects and in any event
within six months of delivery of the Goods; (b)
the Buyer affording the Seller a reasonable
opportunity to inspect the Goods or if so
requested by the Seller returning the allegedly
defective Goods to the Seller’s works carriage
paid for inspection to take place there; (c) the
Buyer making no further use of the Goods after
the time at which the Buyer discovers or ought
to have discovered the defect; (d) the defective
Goods having been stored, serviced, used and
maintained in accordance with any instructions
issued by the Seller or in accordance with
general trade practice; (e) there having been no
negligence or misuse on the part of the Buyer its
servant or agents; (f) the Goods not having been
altered, cut or repaired by any person other than
the Seller or those authorised by the Seller. (3)
The liability of the Seller to the Buyer under
sub-paragraph (1) of this Condition for indirect
or consequential loss or damage howsoever
caused shall be limited to those risks in respect
of which the Seller maintains a policy or policies
of insurance PROVIDED THAT the liability of the
Seller hereunder shall in no case exceed the
amount actually recovered by the Seller from its
insurer in respect of any such insured risk. (4)
Save as otherwise provided in sub-clause (1) and
(3) hereof and to the extent permitted by law: (a)
all conditions and warranties express or implied
are hereby expressly excluded; (b) the Seller
shall be under no liability for any loss or damage
howsoever caused which arises in respect of
the Buyer’s liability to any third party; (c) the
Seller shall be under no liability for any direct

or indirect or consequential loss or damage
howsoever caused. (5) Nothing herein contained
shall be construed as an attempt to exclude or
limit the liability of the Seller in negligence for
the death of or injury to any person. (6) Where
Goods are not manufactured or processed
by the Seller: (i) then at the Buyer’s request
the Seller shall in the event of the same being
defective by reason of defective workmanship
or materials, assign to the Buyer such rights
(if any) in respect of such defects as the Seller
has against the person, firm or company who
supplies such Goods or part to the Seller and
such assignment shall be in full settlement of
any claims the Buyer may have against the Seller
in respect of or arising as a consequence of such
defects; (ii) the Seller gives no warranty as to
patent, registered design, copyright and other
industrial property rights in or in connection
with the Goods.
8. SELLER’S LIEN
The Seller shall in respect of all sums due or
owing from the Buyer under this or any other
contract between the Buyer and the Seller have
a general lien on all goods and property of the
Buyer in the Seller’s possession (although such
Goods or some of them may have been paid for)
and shall after the expiration of 14 days notice
to the Buyer be entitled to dispose of such
goods and property as it deems fit and apply the
proceeds towards such sums.
9. SAMPLE FOR INSPECTION
Notwithstanding that a sample of the Goods be
exhibited to and inspected by the Buyer such
sample is so exhibited and inspected solely to
enable the Buyer to judge for itself the quality
of the bulk and not so as to constitute a sale
by sample. The Buyer shall take the Goods at
its own risk as to their corresponding with the
said sample and subject to the normal variation
between bulk and sample accepted by the trade.
10. TERMINATION OR CANCELLATION
(a) In the event of: (i) any distress, execution
or other legal process being levied upon any
of the Buyer’s assets; (ii) the Buyer entering
into any arrangement or composition with its
creditors, committing any act of bankruptcy or
(being a corporation) an order being made or an
effective resolution being passed for its winding
up except for the purposes of amalgamation
or reconstruction as a solvent company or
a Receiver being appointed in respect of the
whole or any part of its undertaking or assets;
(iii) non-payment by the Buyer of any monies
due from it to the Seller; the Seller shall be
entitled to suspend all or any future deliveries
and instalments under this or any other contract
and on written notice to cancel the undelivered
portion of this or any contract between the Buyer
and the Seller and sell the Goods elsewhere; (b)
In the event of any cancellation by the Seller in
accordance with subparagraph (a) above or any
cancellation and/or repudiation of the contract by
the Buyer, the Seller shall be entitled to recover
as compensation from the Buyer for such
cancellation or breach a sum not less than 20%
of the contract price of the Goods to which the
cancellation or breach relates; (c) The exercise
of the rights conferred by this Condition shall be
without prejudice to any other right enjoyed by
the Seller pursuant to these Conditions of by law,
including in particular the right to recover the
Goods or the proceeds thereof from the Buyer
pursuant to Condition 11 hereof. (d) This contract
is a 12 monthly renewable agreement. It shall be
the right of the Seller to terminate this contract
at the end of this 12 monthly period.
11. RESERVATION OF TITLE
(a) (i) Property in the Goods shall not pass
to the Buyer until the price of the Goods the
subject of the Contract and every other sum
whatsoever which is due from the Buyer to the
Seller whether under this contract or otherwise
howsoever have been paid 100% in full; (ii) this
clause shall apply notwithstanding that the
Goods have been affixed to or incorporated in
real property; (b) Until the property in Goods
delivered shall have passed to the Buyer in
accordance with sub-paragraph (a) (i) of this
Condition, the Buyer shall keep the Goods as
bailee and shall store them in such a way that
they are identifiable as the property of the Seller
and are separate from all other goods in the
possession of the Buyer; (c) Notwithstanding
sub-paragraph (a) of this Condition the Buyer
shall be entitled to use or sell the Goods in the
normal course of the Buyer’s business but only
on the following conditions: (i) if the Goods at
the time of sale by the Buyer remain identifiable
and unincorporated and unmixed with other
goods then the Buyer shall sell the Goods on
behalf of the Seller and the proceeds of sale
shall be held in trust for the Seller in a separate
identified account; (ii) if the Goods are prior to
sale by the Buyer made up or incorporated in
or mixed with other goods then if they remain

separately identifiable the Seller shall retain
title thereto and if they do not remain separately
identifiable the Seller shall become a joint owner
of the goods in or with which the Goods are
incorporated or mixed in such proportion as the
value of the Goods bears to the value of the goods
in which the Goods are so incorporated or mixed;
(iii) if the Buyer sells the Goods or goods in or
with which the Goods have been incorporated or
mixed the sale shall be on behalf of the Seller
as joint owner thereof as the case may be and
the proceeds of any such sale (or the Seller’s
share thereof if the sale is of jointly owned
property) shall be held in trust for the Seller and
in a separate identified account; (d) At any time
before the property in the Goods the subject of
this Contract shall have passed to the Buyer in
accordance herewith the Seller may by notice
in writing to the Buyer determine the Buyer’s
right to use or sell the Goods and the Buyer shall
thereupon at its own cost return the Goods to the
Seller and shall cease to be in possession of the
Goods with the consent of the Seller. At any time
after the giving of such a notice the Seller may
enter upon any premises where the Goods are or
are reasonably believed to be and may remove
the Goods; (e) Notwithstanding the foregoing,
the Goods are at the entire risk of the Buyer from
the time of delivery; (f) Nothing in this Condition
shall in any way limit or modify the Buyer’s
obligation to pay for the Goods in accordance
with these Conditions.
12. DELIVERY BY INSTALMENTS
Where more than one item of Goods is included
in any order the Seller shall be entitled to make
delivery by instalments. In such cases the
delivery date shown on the Seller’s acceptance
of order shall be deemed to be the estimated
delivery date of the first instalment and the
remaining instalments will be delivered within
a reasonable time after the first instalment.
The contract shall be construed as a separate
contract in respect of each instalment.
Nevertheless, failure to accept delivery of and/
or pay for any instalment shall entitle the Seller
at its option to treat the contract as repudiated
or alternatively to store the Goods at the Buyer’s
risk and the Buyer shall be liable to the Seller for
the reasonable cost of doing so.
13. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
(a) The Buyer shall not use the Goods for
the purpose of designing or manufacturing
identical goods, without the Seller’s prior
written consent. All patent, registered design,
copyright and other industrial property rights in
or in connection with the Goods which the Seller
may have shall remain the property of the Seller;
(b) The Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against
all damages, penalties, costs and expenses to
which the Seller may become liable as a result
of work done in accordance with the Buyer’s
instructions which involves the infringement
of any letters patent, trade marks, copyright or
registered design.
14. INDEMNITY
The Buyer shall indemnify the Seller against all
costs, claims, demands, proceedings, charges
and expenses for which the Seller may become
liable in respect of the Goods except to the extent
that liability is specifically imposed upon the
Seller by Statute or assumed by the Seller under
these Conditions.
15. SEVERANCE
The invalidity or unenforceablity of any of
these Conditions or of any part of any of these
Conditions shall not prejudice or affect the
validity or enforceability of the remainder.
16. WAIVER
Any failure by the Seller to exercise any rights
under these Conditions shall not constitute a
waiver or prevent the subsequent exercise of
such rights.
17. NOTICE
Any notice required to be given or served
hereunder shall be addressed in the case of a
notice to be given to or served on the Buyer at
the address of the Buyer shown on the contract
or invoice and in the case of the Seller at its
registered office for the time being and may be
given or served either: (a) a letter leaving the
same or sending the same by first class post
in a pre-paid envelope and a notice so given or
served shall be deemed to have been given or
served: (i) on the day it was so left or; (ii) on the
day following that on which it was posted if the
address of the Seller and the Buyer shall both be
within the United Kingdom or; (iii) within 3 days
of the date of posting otherwise or; (b) by telex,
cable or facsimile transmission and a notice so
given or sent shall be deemed to have been given
or served within 24 hours of transmission.
18. ENGLISH LAW
This contact shall be governed by English law
and the Buyer and the Seller shall submit to the
jurisdiction of the English Courts.
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